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Abstract
Standoff detection and identification of trace chemicals in hyperspectral infrared images
is an enabling capability in a variety of applications relevant to defense, law enforcement,
and intelligence communities. Performance of these methods is impacted by the spectral
signature variability due to the presence of contaminants, surface roughness, nonlinear
effects, etc. Though multiple classes of algorithms exist for the detection and classification
of these signatures, they are limited by the availability of relevant reference datasets.
In this work, we first address the lack of physics-based models that can accurately predict
trace chemical spectra. Most available models assume that the chemical takes the form of
spherical particles or uniform thin films. A more realistic chemical presentation that could
be encountered is that of a non-uniform chemical film that is deposited after evaporation
of the solvent which contained the chemical. This research presents an improved signature
model for this type of solid film. The proposed model, called sparse transfer matrix (STM),
includes a log-normal distribution of film thicknesses and is found to reduce the root-meansquare error between simulated and measured data by about 25% when compared with
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either the particle or uniform thin film models. When applied to measured data, the
sparse transfer matrix model provides a 0.10-0.28 increase in classification accuracy over
traditional models.
There remain limitations in the STM model which prevent the predicted spectra from
being well-matched to the measured data in some cases. To overcome this, we leverage
the field of domain adaptation to translate data from the simulated to the measured
data domain. This thesis presents the first one-dimensional (1D) conditional generative
adversarial network (GAN) to perform spectrum-to-spectrum translation of reflectance
signatures. We apply the 1D conditional GAN to a library of simulated spectra and quantify
the improvement with the translated library. The method demonstrates an increase in
overall classification accuracy to 0.723 from the accuracy of 0.622 achieved using the STM
model when tested on real data. However, the performance improvement is biased towards
data included in the GAN training set.
The next phase of the research focuses on learning models that are more robust to
different parameter combinations for which we do not have measured data. This part of
the research leverages elements from the field of theory-guided data science. Specifically,
we develop a physics-guided neural network (PGNN) for predicting chemical reflectance for
a set of parameterized inputs that is more accurate than the state-of-the-art physics-based
signature model for chemical residues. After training the PGNN, we use it to generate a
library of predicted spectra for training a classifier. We compare the classification accuracy
when using this PGNN library versus a library generated by the physics-based model.
Using the PGNN, the average classification accuracy increases to 0.813 on real chemical
reflectance data, including data from chemicals not included in the PGNN training set.
The products of this thesis work include methods for producing realistic trace chemical
residue reflectance signatures as well as demonstrations of improved performance in active

spectroscopy classification applications. These methods provide great value to a range
of scientific communities. The novel STM signature model enables existing spectroscopy
sensors and algorithms to perform well on real-world problems where chemical contaminants
are non-uniform. The 1D conditional GAN is the first of its kind and can be applied to
many other 1D datasets, such as audio and other time-series data. Finally, the application
of theory-guided data science to the trace chemical problem not only enhances the quality
of results for known targets and backgrounds, but also increases the robustness to new
targets.

I dedicate this thesis to my family
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Standoff detection and identification of trace amounts of chemicals on surfaces is a
desirable capability for a wide range of applications such as forensics, defense, border
protection and monitoring, and other applications throughout the law enforcement and
intelligence communities [1]. Chemicals of interest for these applications typically include
explosives, chemical weapons, toxic chemicals, and / or narcotics. Mid-infrared (MIR)
spectroscopy is intrinsically capable of detecting these classes of chemicals with both
high sensitivity and high specificity as all have unique signatures in this region of the
electromagnetic spectrum (3 - 14 µm) [2]. Active spectroscopy is arguably the only
technique capable of achieving high-sensitivity standoff identification of trace chemicals on
surfaces while achieving high areal coverage rates [3, 4].
A notional example of an active MIR hyperspectral imaging (HSI) system used for
standoff chemical identification is shown in Figure 1.1 (from [5, 6]). In the example
concept of operations (CONOPS), the system scans a car door panel to detect fingerprints
containing trace levels of explosive residue. The measurement area is illuminated with a
MIR light source and the system measures the car door surface reflectance. The measured
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reflectance is compared with a spectral library to perform detection and identification
of surface contaminants. The spectral library typically contains signatures of surface
materials, explosives, precursors, confusers, other background materials, etc.

Figure 1.1: Notional depiction of standoff trace chemical identification via an active
spectroscopic instrument. The reference signature library is pertinent to the system’s
ability to detect chemicals of interest. (From [7].)

Recent efforts within the government and intelligence communities [8, 9, 1, 10] have
advanced the state-of-the-art in active infrared (IR) spectroscopy for trace chemical
detection and classification. For example, the IARPA SILMARILS (Intelligence Advanced
Research Projects Activity, Standoff ILluminator for Measuring Absorbance and Reflectance
Infrared Light Signatures) program funded the development of an active MIR sensor capable
2

of measuring the fastest hypercubes in the world with high accuracy [11, 12]. The sensor
uses a quantum cascade laser (QCL) as the illumination source, delivering a high signalto-noise ratio while remaining photon-efficient. Similarly, much work has been dedicated
to developing and optimizing robust chemical detection and classification algorithms for
associating measured reflectance with target and background signatures in a system’s
spectral library [13, 14, 15, 16]. Even the most advanced algorithmic approaches, however,
rely on accurate, comprehensive spectral libraries.
At trace levels, chemical spectra have high variability due to even small changes in
measurement angle, surface geometry or properties, temperature and humidity, chemical
morphology, etc. [1]. Because it is often not possible to measure all combinations of
chemicals, chemical presentation (i.e., deposition method), and substrates, it is important
to be able to generate spectral libraries using appropriate models. Physics-based signature
models are most commonly used but typically do not capture all the expected variability
due to the physical complexities involved. Machine learning methods have demonstrated
the ability to predict spectra based on a training data set, but these methods are limited
by the amount of representative training data available for each physical phenomenon to
be captured [10]. Over the last few years, data science has gained popularity in a number
of applications for its ability to understand relationships between statistical and physical
phenomena and pure data. The research in this thesis explores innovative techniques
for developing more accurate and comprehensive spectral libraries using physics-based
approaches as well as new data-driven machine learning approaches with a focus on the
chemical classification problem.
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Chapter 2

Research Overview and Scope
Physics-based signature models have been extensively studied in active spectroscopy[10].
However, developing a physics-based signature model for trace chemical classification
applications is challenging due to the phenomenological complexities. Representative
models must account for multiple types of scattering with dependencies on the chemical,
surface, and geometric properties, including particle size and distribution, surface roughness
and dielectric properties, illumination angle, etc. [17, 18]. Proven physics-based models
include the Mie scattering for particle reflectance [19, 20, 21] and transfer matrix for liquid
reflectance [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In most applications, however, it is more common for trace
chemicals to be in residue form. This thesis focuses on classifying trace chemical residues
on surfaces. Therefore, we first present a new physics-based signature model for trace
chemical residue reflectance called sparse transfer matrix (STM).
Though we show that STM outperforms the Mie scattering and transfer matrix models
in fitting to real data, we still find mismatches between the STM model and real data. We
next explore techniques for enhancing the STM simulations such that they better fit to the
measured data. For this task, we use domain adaptation, a sub-field of machine learning.
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Domain adaptation refers to the class of approaches for learning the mapping between
two domains [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. One application of domain adaptation is data
translation, where the goal is to map data from a source domain to a target domain. Most of
the research in this area focuses on two-dimensional (2D) images (e.g. translating day-time
photographs to night-time photographs) [34, 35, 36] rather than one-dimensional (1D)
signals like chemical reflectance signatures. This thesis presents the first 1D conditional
generative adversarial network (GAN) for data translation and applies it to the spectral
library generated by the STM model, translating the library from the simulated to the
measured data domain. The result is a more accurate spectral library.
In recent years, the fusion of task-driven data science models with theoretical principles
of physics has produced models that are more accurate than those which derive solely from
physics [37, 38, 39]. For example, the physics-guided neural network (PGNN) defined in
[40] achieves an average reduction in model error of 46% relative to physical models when
predicting lake temperatures. The research in this thesis applies the PGNN model concepts
for predicting chemical reflectance signatures for training a chemical classifier. The end
goal of this research is to present a method for producing a library of more realistic spectral
signatures capable of achieving high classification accuracy in real active spectroscopic
data.

2.1

Research Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are:
1. to present a new physics-based signature model to address the specific phenomenology
of trace chemical residues on surfaces,
2. to adapt state-of-the-art methods in machine learning and data science for accurate
5

and robust modeling of trace chemical residue signatures, and
3. to demonstrate improved performance in trace chemical classification problems using
high-fidelity spectral libraries produced by the above methods.

2.2

Contributions to Knowledge

Spectroscopists have dedicated decades of effort to understanding and modeling trace
chemical phenomenology [41, 42]. In the last decade or so, experts from a range of fields
have repeatedly demonstrated the success of machine learning and data science in various
applications [43]. These latter approaches, however, have only been applied to the chemical
classification problem in a very limited manner [9]. The research in this thesis applies
advanced machine learning and data science approaches to the particularly challenging
problem of modeling trace chemical reflectance. Specific contributions to knowledge include:
1. the presentation and validation of a modification to a well-known signature model
for modeling non-uniform film effects,
2. the first 1D conditional GAN which extracts spectral features rather than spatial
features as in traditional image-based GAN approaches, and
3. a theory-guided data science model for learning a higher-fidelity signature model.

2.3

Thesis Layout

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 3 describes previous research in relevant
areas for trace chemical sensing, detection and classification, and spectral modeling. This
begins with a brief overview of spectroscopy sensor considerations and how to extract
sample reflectance in active spectroscopy sensor data. Next is a short summary of the
6

various methods often used for detection and / or classification in hyperspectral data
including example algorithms. This chapter concludes with a discussion on some of the
phenomenological considerations and corresponding signature models that have resulted
from previous work. Chapter 4 describes and provides examples of the specific morphology
we consider throughout this thesis and presents a modified signature model for better
capturing the physics of this morphology. The model, sparse transfer matrix (STM), is
compared with the previously published models described in Chapter 3. The next few
chapters move away from the more traditional physics-based models and incorporate
aspects from the machine learning field. The STM model defined in Chapter 4 provides
the basis for comparison with the machine learning approaches. First, Chapter 5 presents
the first 1D conditional GAN for translating data from the simulated data domain to the
measured data domain which results in more accurate “simulated” signatures. Chapter 6
gives some background information on the area of theory-guided data science and applies
some of its concepts to the chemical modeling problem. In particular, we discuss the
physics-guided neural network (PGNN) published by Karpatne et al. [40]. We compare
the physics-based STM, 1D conditional GAN, and PGNN outputs in Chapter 7. Finally,
the thesis contributions and results are summarized in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 outlines
some ideas for extending this work and / or applying some of the techniques and concepts
presented to other applications.
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Chapter 3

Previous Work
This chapter provides a brief overview of research work related to this thesis.

3.1

Spectroscopy

Spectral information has been used to determine material composition for many years.
Some of the simplest tools for studying objects’ spectra are dispersive spectrometers. A
dispersive spectrometer measures the spectrum of a source by separating the incoming
radiation into its different spectral components using a prism or diffraction grating to bend
the light as a function of wavelength. The sensor is made of one detector element that is
moved to view the spectral components individually or an array of detector elements to
view all the components at once as shown in Figure 3.1 [44].
A diffraction grating derives the spectrum by:
1
m
(sin φi + sin φd ) = , m = 1, ±1, ±2, ...
λ
dg

(3.1)

where λ is wavelength, φi and φd are the incident and diffracted maxima angles of the
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light, respectively, m is the order of diffraction, and dg is the distance between the grating
grooves. Constructive interference for a given wavelength occurs at integer values of m,
while destructive interference occurs at half-integer values of m.

Figure 3.1: A dispersive spectrometer uses a diffraction grating (or prism) to separate
different wavelengths of light inside the sensor.
The value of φd depends on wavelength, such that the diffraction grating separates
the input beam into its intensity contributions as a function of wavelength, as shown in
Figure 3.1. Both the prism and diffraction grating-based dispersive spectrometers require
thin entrance slits that are wide enough to let the observed wavelength pass through but
narrow enough to maintain a reasonable spectral resolution.
Optical throughput, sometimes called etendue, describes the space through which light
may enter an optical system. Throughput is defined by:

GE = Aa F OV,
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(3.2)

where Aa is the area of the system aperture and F OV is the system field-of-view:

F OV =

1
1
,
≈
2
4(f /#) − 1
4(f /#)2

(3.3)

where f /# is the instrument F-number and the approximation is only valid for larger
F-numbers. A larger system aperture or FOV will provide a greater optical throughput,
allowing more light energy to enter the system. A high optical throughput is desirable
because it increases the system sensitivity, therefore increasing the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). In many optical systems, there is a trade-off between the optical throughput
and the system resolution. For example, the dispersive spectrometer requires a rather
narrow entrance slit to achieve a usable spectral resolution, but this creates a low optical
throughput, decreasing system sensitivity and overall SNR.
Another class of spectrometers is the Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS). The FTS
is a type of interferometer, a tool used to extract information about a radiant energy source
through interference of electromagnetic waves. The FTS measures a horizontal row of the
interference pattern it creates from an input light beam. This measurement is the Fourier
transform (FT) of the source spectrum. An FTS designed for infrared measurements is
often called an FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) spectrometer. A common FTIR design
is the Michelson interferometer, shown in Figure 3.2, which splits the beam and creates an
interference pattern by combining a reflected reference beam with a reflected modulated
beam. Both the dispersive spectrometer and the FTS can be used to measure a source
spectrum. The FTS, however, has notably high optical throughput due to its circular
aperture (as opposed to the linear slits used in normal diffraction grating systems) [45],
which also increases the SNR.
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Figure 3.2: The FTIR creates an interference pattern - the Fourier tranform of the
measurement as a function of wavelength. In the standard Michelson interferometer design,
a moving mirror is used to modulate the measured wavelength over the collection period.

3.2

Active Spectroscopy

As shown in Figures 1.1 and 3.1 - 3.3, an active spectrometer uses a light source to
measure the reflectance of an area of interest. The active illumination provides higher SNR
than that which can be achieved with passive spectrometers. Active spectrometers usually
take on one of two forms: a broadband source with a spectrally resolving receiver (e.g. the
dispersive spectrometer or FTS shown in Figures 3.1-3.2), or a tunable, narrowband source
with a broadband receiver (shown in Figure 3.3). The latter is much more photon-efficient
and also has even higher throughput than the FTS. A typical narrowband source is a
quantum cascade laser (QCL) [11, 46, 3]. Since the emitted laser power is known, we can
determine the reflectance of the sample using the ratio of the received and total transmitted
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power.

Figure 3.3: A QCL-based spectrometer illuminates the surface with narrowband energy
and omits the need for spectrally-resolving components in the sensor design.
The reflected power measured for a sample will depend on a number of factors including
the sample bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which describes an
object’s reflectance as a function of the incoming and outgoing directions. Here, the sample
BRDF is defined as the ratio of received and transmitted power:

BRDFsample (λ) =

Preceived (λ)
,
Ptransmitted (λ) Ω

(3.4)

where Ω is the measurement solid angle (the amount of FOV covered by a pixel in this
case) with units in steradians (sr). In active spectroscopy applications, we consider the
power received within a pixel. Goyal et al. define the transmitted power as:

Ptransmitted (λ) = Ilaser (λ) GSD2 τ (λ),
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(3.5)

where Ilaser is the laser irradiance [W/m2 ], GSD is the ground sample distance (i.e. pixel
size [m]), and τ (λ) is the transmittance through the atmosphere and optics [47].
We assume an unobstructed pixel such that Ω = πF OV . Recalling Equation 3.3, the
sample BRDF is then:

BRDFsample (λ) ≈

Ppixel (λ)
.
2

π GSD
Ilaser (λ) 4 f /# τ (λ)

(3.6)

The sample reflectance is then calculated using the sample BRDF and the BRDF of a
reference material. An ideal Lambertian surface with BRDF = π −1 [sr−1 ] is often used
as a reference material. The data used in this thesis were collected using sandblasted
aluminum as a reference [11] [46] which is also Lambertian but has a BRDF that is a factor
of 2 greater than the ideal Lambertian [48]. For this study, the sample reflectance is then
calculated by:

Rsample (λ) =

π
BRDFsample (λ).
2

(3.7)

Once the measured power is calibrated to Rsample , we can use this reflectance measurement
for detecting and classifying chemicals of interest. The samples measured in this research are
primarily homogeneous and, hence, we calculate the median spectrum over the reflectance
image to determine the sample reflectance signature.

3.3

QCL-based HSI

The QCL-based HSI system used to collect data in this study uses the Mini-QCL™ from
Block Engineering as shown in Figure 3.4 (from [11]). Multiple QCLs allow the system
to tune from 7.7 to 11.8 µm, or, in wavenumber units, 850 to 1300 cm−1 with a spectral
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resolution of 0.02 µm. Its peak power ranges from 20 to 150 mW with a spectrum-averaged
peak power of about 50 mW .

Figure 3.4: (Left) Block’s Mini-QCL™ is a small, rapidly tunable external-cavity QCL.
Right: Power spectrum of one QCL used in the system, measured at 5% duty cycle with
50-ns pulses. (From [11]).

At each wavelength, the laser is fired in a burst comprised of 30×100-ns-long pulses
for an active time of 3 µs over a total time of 30 µs. The average illumination energy per
wavelength is thus 0.15 µJ. For image capture, the system uses a liquid-nitrogren-cooled
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) focal-plane array (FPA) with 40 µm pixels which is
capable of capturing 128x128 pixel frames at up to 1600 frames per second. The integration
time for the camera at each wavelength is 35 µs. The time required to acquire a hypercube
of 150 wavelengths is 95 ms. Table 3.1 details the optical configuration of the HSI system
for the measurements given in this paper.
During data acquisition, the HSI system scans the full spectrum of the QCL, capturing
the measurement at each wavelength as well as “dark” frames without laser illumination.
The dark frames are used to measure thermal background which is then subtracted from
the measurement at each wavelength. We then calibrate for reflectance as described in
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Section 3.2.
For measuring larger surfaces, the system has an integrated two-axis galvanometer-based
scanning mirror system (scanner) with a step response of roughly 250 µs to raster scan the
laser illumination across the surface to fill the entire camera image extent on the target.
Raster scanning also allows us to choose a smaller beam size (and thus higher average
fluence) at the expense of a longer total capture time.

Table 3.1: The measurement configuration for the QCL-based HSI system in this study.
Parameter

Value

distance

5m

lens

200 mm, f/2

image extent at target

3.4

120 mm

spatial resolution

1 mm

beam diameter at target

3 cm

Chemical Classification Algorithms

A standard component of an active spectroscopy system is the detection and classification algorithm. Figure 3.5 depicts the overall algorithm subsystem design. A spectral
library generated from chemical metadata (such as the optical constants) is used as a
reference by the detection and classification algorithm(s) for comparing to reflectance
measurements from the sensor. We discuss detection and classification algorithms jointly
in chemical detection problems because they are typically the same algorithm. For each
measurement, we compute a detection score for each of the chemicals in the library. If
at least one chemical has a score within a set threshold, a detection is declared. The
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measurement is classified as the chemical that gives the best detection score within the
detection threshold.

Figure 3.5: A typical active spectroscopic detection and classification algorithm platform.
The digital platform for selecting and implementing a detection and classification algorithm
receives calibrated reflectance from the sensor (or from a sensor simulator). Key components
of the algorithm platform are a library of known chemical data (e.g. optical constants)
and tools that produce estimates of spectral responses under a variety of scene conditions.

There are several classes of detection and classification algorithms that determine the
materials within a pixel based on its reflectance signature. The main classes are subspace
methods, least squares approaches, statistical inference, and machine learning. We describe
examples of each of these approaches in the following subsections.

3.4.1

Subspace Methods

Many of the industry standard classification algorithms used in hyperspectral imagery
fall into the class of subspace methods. Speaking most generally, subspace classification
methods calculate a metric based on the angle between the measured reflectance (expressed
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as a vector, Rsample ) and a subspace defined by reference signatures of a given material.
If only one reference signature exists for a material, the problem simplifies to a comparison
between two vectors, the measurement and the reference.
The simplest subspace method is the spectral angle mapper (SAM) algorithm based on
the dot product between two vectors:

SAM (Rsample ) = arccos

Rsample · s
,
||Rsample || ||s||

(3.8)

where s is a reference signature vector [49]. SAM assumes the pixel reflectance is pure
(i.e. only one material) to compare with the reference library. It also does not account for
target signature variability. Other subspace methods do, however, allow for more target
variability and background effects. Most notably the adaptive cosine estimator (ACE)
algorithm is often used for sub-pixel target detection and classification [50].
The ACE detector assumes that under the null hypothesis:

H0 : Rsample = b + n

(3.9)

and under the alternative hypothesis:

H1 : Rsample = F F s + (1 − F F )b + n,

(3.10)

where b is the background signature, and F F is the unknown fill factor of the target, or
the fraction of the pixel covered by the target. The background is assumed to be normally
distributed with zero mean. We estimate the background covariance matrix, Σ. Using the
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generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) provides the ACE detection statistic [51]:
2
s̄T Σ̂−1 R̄sample
,

ACE(Rsample ) = 
−1 R̄
Σ̂
s̄T Σ̂−1 s̄ R̄T
sample
sample


(3.11)

where R̄sample = Rsample − b̂, s̄ = s − b̂, and b̂ is the estimated mean of the background,
and Σ̂ is the estimated background covariance matrix. The background mean and covariance
need to be estimated on a per-pixel basis. That is, for each pixel under test, we do the
following.
1. Calculate the background mean and spectral covariance matrix from the neighboring
pixels.
2. Whiten the pixel response, Rsample , and the target signature of interest, s.
3. Calculate the cosine of the angle between the whitened test pixel and the whitened
target signature using Equation 3.11.
4. Repeat 2-3 for each target in the spectral library.
5. Determine the detection threshold for a given false alarm rate.
6. Compare the detection statistic for all chemicals to determine which is the true
target.
7. Estimate abundance of the detected chemical(s) using a least squares approach.
An example of ACE applied to simulated data is shown in Figure 3.6 (from [5]). As
alluded to in the pseudo-code, ACE essentially calculates the cosine of the angle between
the whitened target signature and the whitened test pixel vector. Under the correct
assumptions (i.e. when the residual background after mean removal is Gaussian and the
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target chemical signatures are linear as a function of abundance), ACE is the most powerful
detector. ACE may fail in the presence of non-Gaussian residual error, which can include
other noise sources as well as unmodeled targets within the same pixel. There may be
additional errors associated with the presence of a target chemical in supposed background
pixels. In such cases the background removal process will decrease the SNR if the same
target is present in both the test pixel and the neighboring pixels. The literature [50]
suggests using a sliding window around the query pixel to avoid this issue.

Figure 3.6: (Left) The output of ACE is the cosine of the angle between the whitened pixels
and the target of interest (i.e. a value between 0 and 1). (Right) A simple least squares
algorithm allows for chemical concentration estimation for each pixel after detection. (From
[5].)

The ACE algorithm is optimal for simple, sub-pixel targets on a uniform background
with zero-mean, additive Gaussian noise. ACE begins to fail when these conditions are not
met. This happens, for instance, when the background is not a clean substrate but includes
some of the target chemical or when the target pixel has unmodeled clutter chemicals.
These conditions impart a residual error that is not zero-mean Gaussian. We describe two
modifications which make ACE more robust to such situations.
The first modification is a method that iteratively detects the strongest chemical present
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in the image, “removes” its signature from the data, and repeats ACE. This process is
repeated until no additional chemicals are detected. The goal of this modification is to
allow ACE to detect mixtures of chemicals in the same pixel while limiting errors due to
estimation of one chemical as they impact detection of others. The “removal” of detected
signatures is done by projecting the signature library into the null space of the detected
chemical’s signature through orthogonal subspace projection [52] as described below.
1. Detect chemical with signature si .
2. Calculate projection matrix: P = I − si ((si T si )−1 si T ) .
3. Project signature library, S, into the null space of the detected signature: S̄ = SP.
The second ACE modification is an improved background estimation step. This modification is meant to prevent strong target signatures from impacting the background estimate
and being erroneously subtracted from the data. If the background mean is determined to
be similar to any of the target chemicals, we perform singular value decomposition (SVD)
on the image covariance matrix to estimate the signal subspace. Any signals that are
similar to the target chemicals are removed from the set of background signatures and the
background signature is re-estimated per the following.
1. Calculate initial background estimate b̂ as the mean of the signatures in each pixel.
2. Calculate the cosine similarity, g, between b̂ and each target signature si in the
library: g =

b̂T si
.
||b̂||·||si ||

3. If the similarity between b̂ and any target signature surpasses a pre-determined
threshold, κ, perform SVD on the covariance estimate to approximate the signal
subspace, S0 .
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4. Calculate the cosine similarity between each estimated signal s0 and each target in
the library, S. If

s0i T sj
||s0i ||·||sj ||

> κ for any s0i ∈ S0 and sj ∈ S, remove s0i from S0 .

5. Calculate the new background estimate, b̂0 , using the remaining signatures in S0 .
6. Estimate the covariance using simulated pixels sampled from the expected background
distribution: N (b̂0 , σn2 ), where σn2 is estimated to be the median of the calculated
singular values of the original covariance estimate.

Figure 3.7: Probability of detection (PD ) versus concentration for a mixture of 3 chemicals
(acetonitrile, isopropanol, and triethyl phosphate (TEP) ) using traditional ACE (left) and
modified ACE (right). Modified ACE has improved detection performance over traditional
ACE for mixtures. (From [5].)

In practice, these modifications to ACE help overcome some of the shortcomings of the
original algorithm. For example, Figure 3.7 (from [5]) shows the improvement in detection
performance for a mixture of chemicals achieved by modified ACE as compared to the
original ACE algorithm.
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3.4.2

Least Squares Approaches

Subspace methods are advantageous in some regard as they only consider the shape of
a signal or subspace, not the magnitude. In some applications, however, the magnitude of
a signal can be important. In chemical spectroscopy, for example, the signal magnitude
provides information about the concentration levels of present chemicals, which may be
dangerous at higher concentrations. The least squares approaches aim to minimize the
overall magnitude difference in the measurement and the estimated reference signal. The
simplest approach is to calculate a least squares metric, the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
for example, between the measured and reference signal and select the reference material
which minimizes the error in magnitude. This approach, like the subspace methods, does
not address mixed pixels. A subset of least squares approaches is used for spectral unmixing.
In spectral unmixing approaches, we typically assume a linear mixing model (LMM):

Rsample = Sα + n,

(3.12)

where S is a matrix of reflectance signatures for different materials as columns and α is a
column vector of material fill factors, or abundances, which are greater than 0 and sum to
1. Equation 3.10 is an example of an LMM where s and b comprise the columns of S and
at least one of the terms F F and (1 − F F ) are nonzero entries in α.
The goal of the unmixing approach is to estimate the abundance of each material in
a measurement, otherwise known as fill factor. One example of a least squares unmixing
approach is the well-known nonnegative least squares (NNLS) method, which enforces a
nonnegative fill factor [53]. A more accurate approach accounts for the level of sparsity in
the abundance vector. We can solve for α exactly using the least absolute shrinkage and
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selection operator (LASSO) [54]:
min ||Rsample − Sα||22 + ζsparsity ||α||1
α

(3.13)

subject to αi ≥ 0 ∀ i
where the regularization parameter, ζsparsity , controls the sparsity of α under the constraint
that the entries of α are nonnegative.
A major disadvantage of LASSO is that it requires high SNR to converge to the correct
solution. Its performance is limited in the presence of low chemical concentrations and /
or mixtures containing a larger number of targets. Another disadvantage of the LASSO
classifier is that it assumes a linearly mixing signature model which does not always hold
in trace chemical reflectance physics.

3.4.3

Bayesian Inference

In the Neyman-Pearson formalism [55], the problem of detection and classification
becomes one of estimating the likelihood L(R|{Γ}) of measuring the spectrum R given that
various combinations {Γ} of chemicals (or no chemicals) are present. The Bayesian approach
described here treats the abundance as a variable with a known prior probability density
function and uses Bayes’ rule to simultaneously estimate L(R|{Γ}) and the abundance
of each chemical. A binary decision as in the ACE approach can be made by applying a
threshold to the likelihood ratio, at which point the Bayes detector becomes a traditional
Neyman-Pearson class detector.
This approach uses particle filter [56, 57] (or sequential Monte Carlo) methods to
sample a joint distribution over chemical combinations and abundances and to implement
Bayes’ rule to update that distribution in response to measured data, as shown in Figure
3.8 (from [5]).
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Figure 3.8: The Bayes detector treats the abundance of the chemicals present in a measured
sample as a random variable. The algorithm generates initial predictions as to the
chemicals present and their abundances based on some prior distribution, and updates
these predictions based on the given measurement using Bayes’ rule to narrow in on the
true abundance vector. (From [5].)

For each pixel it tests, the Bayes algorithm perform the following steps.
1. Sample particles from the prior probability measure ψ({Γ}) over possible combinations
of chemicals present Γ = {c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . } and the prior probability distribution p(a)
of their abundances, assigning each particle equal weight. We use a uniform prior
over the expected range of abundances and equal prior weights ψ0 (Γ).
2. Update the particles’ weights w according to Bayes’ rule, based on spectral data R
from the target pixel. The likelihood p(R | a) used for Bayes’ rule is Gaussian with
respect to the `2 -norm of the deviation between measured data R and simulated
data R̃.
3. Update the measure ψ({Γ}) over chemical combinations, based on the maximum
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posterior weight assigned to particles belonging to each combination:




ac > 0 c ∈ Γ 



ψ(Γ | R) ≡ max w(a) |



ac = 0 c 6∈ Γ


ψ({γ1 , γ2 , . . . }) ≡ ψ(γ1 ) + ψ(γ2 ) + . . .
4. If max ψ(Γ) = 1 or iteration limit has been reached, calculate the likelihood ratio
Λt (R) for each target t.

Lt (R) =

L(R | θ1,t )
ψ({Γ | t ∈ Γ} | R)
=
L(R | θ0,t )
ψ({Γ | t 6∈ Γ} | R)

Otherwise, perform the following.
(a) Detect the edges of the marginal probability distribution over abundance p(ac )
for each chemical. Apply a threshold to eliminate the least likely abundance
values at the tails of the distributions.
(b) Resample particles to represent the updated measure ψ({Γ}) over chemical
combinations and the original prior distribution over abundances, conditioned
on each ac falling in the most probable range.
(c) Modify p(R | a) to impose stricter error tolerance in the fit between the measured
spectrum R and spectrum simulated from abundance values a using the adaptive
signature library.
(d) Go to Step 2.
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5. Apply a threshold η to the likelihood ratio to determine detection.

θt =




θ1,t

Lt (R) ≥ ηt



θ0,t

Lt (R) < ηt

6. Estimate abundances of detected chemicals from the posterior distribution.
Bayes adaptively updates its particle distribution based on the given data and uses
a forward model to accurately predict the expected spectra. It is robust to arbitrary
nonlinearities in the data and deviations from Gaussian noise. However, this comes at the
cost of high computational complexity.
Searching within a library of Υ target chemicals, let us expect to find no more than
c targets. The initial number of particles needed to allow k divisions of the range of
abundance values for each chemical, assuming uniform prior ψ(Γ), is
 
Υ c0
 k .
0
c0 =0 c
c
X

The computational complexity scales linearly with the number of particles, making the
computation infeasible as stated for cases with a large number of chemicals present or
potentially present. The following measures reduce the complexity of the Bayesian detection
and classification algorithm.
• Begin with a well-informed prior measure ψ({Γ}) over possible chemical combinations.
Incorporate information about which chemicals are likely to appear and appear
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together based on context.
• Update ψ({Γ}) from pixel to pixel within the same image, if some degree of homogeneity can be expected.
• Reduce the number of particles resampled at each iteration as chemical combinations
are ruled out.
• Parallelize sampling and Bayesian inference by running on graphical processors [58].
For a recent overview of the challenges involved in computing Bayesian inference on
graphical processing units (GPUs), see [59].

3.4.4

Machine Learning and Neural Networks

Subspace methods and least squares approaches both share the common problem
that they assume a LMM when trace chemical signatures are often not linear. Machine
learning algorithms, however, have the benefit of being able to learn arbitrary rules to
distinguish between data. Over the last two decades, neural networks (NN), or artificial
neural networks (ANN), have become known as powerful machine learning tools for solving
a variety of problems. Though NNs have been used since the 1960’s, the last two decades of
research have enabled deep learning NNs, or NNs designed with many layers [60], and most
of these deep learning architectures outperform other common machine learning techniques
such as support vector machines (SVM) [61].
A popular choice for image-based applications is the convolutional neural network (CNN)
[62]. While general NNs use matrix multiplication of the input data with parameters
describing the relationship between inputs and each output, CNNs use convolutional filters.
This is because the information is often sparse within an image. The convolution allows us
to extract handfuls of important features from thousands of pixels, drastically reducing
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LucasCNN:

𝚼

Figure 3.9: The LucasCNN model uses 1D convolutions to extract spectral data features
from HSI to perform classification. In this example, the number of input wavelengths or
wavenumbers is 200. The output size depends on the number of material classes, Υ.

the number of model parameters. In a typical CNN designed for image-based tasks, 2D
convolutions are used to extract spatial features which are concatenated for each band.
More recent research efforts use 1D CNNs for classifying pixels in hyperspectral imagery.
For example, Riese and Keller developed the LucasCNN for classifying soil in the Land Use /
Cover Area Frame Statistical Survey (LUCAS) hyperspectral dataset [63]. The LucasCNN
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model, shown in Figure 3.9, applies 1D convolutions along the spectral dimension to extract
spectral features rather than spatial features. This makes sense especially in hyperspectral
imagery where 1) the GSD is sometimes too low to spatially resolve objects and 2) the
spectral features are what allow us to classify pixel materials.
The major disadvantage in using any machine learning methods for detection and
classification is that they require a large amount of training data. All classes must be
well represented in the training dataset to incorporate within-class variability. As we will
see in the next section, trace chemical spectra can have very high within-class variability.
Therefore, high-fidelity simulation tools are necessary for training a machine learning
classifier when there is limited measured data.

3.5

Optimizing Data Collections

Throughout this thesis we discuss the need for real data for training various algorithms.
Though it is ideal for laboratory measurements like the one in this study to be collected at
the full spectral range and resolution for research understanding, there are cases where
collecting fewer spectral bands is needed. For example, performing many laboratory
measurements is not always possible due to available resources: time, sensors, tools,
laboratory space, etc. Therefore this section discusses a method for optimizing the spectral
bands measured during the collection. This is helpful for laboratory measurements where
fewer bands means faster collection times, possibly fewer illumination sources required, etc.
In particular, however, it can be most helpful in deployed systems that are either stationary
or on a moving platform as these systems often have a trade-off between collection coverage
(i.e. spatial information) and resolution (i.e. spectral information). The optimal wavelength
selection (OWLS) approach addresses this trade-off by providing a means for reducing the
number of spectral bands, therefore reducing collection time, while preserving chemical
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classification performance in active spectroscopic systems [64]. Such an approach can also
be used for expediting laboratory data collections if resource availability is of concern.
The basis of OWLS is to select wavelengths (or wavenumbers) which are optimal
with respect to the probability of correct classification. Since the QCLs discussed in
Section 3.3 are tuned in order of wavenumber, we will refer to wavenumbers rather
than wavelengths for the remainder of this thesis. Optimal wavenumbers may be found
using a brute-force, combinatorial search over all possibilities. This approach, however,
is prohibitively computationally expensive. Instead, we exploit the fact that mutual
information as a function of collected wavenumbers is a submodular set function and
use a polynomial time greedy algorithm to obtain a near-optimal set of wavenumbers.
Illumination schemes derived from OWLS lead to better target detection and classification
performance over the more traditional methods for dimensionality reduction (low resolution
over the bandwidth, random wavenumber selection, principal component analysis [PCA],
etc.) while far surpassing brute-force methods in terms of computational complexity.
Figure 3.10 (from [64]) depicts the overall algorithm subsystem design. The system
is intended to scale to a library of ∼500 chemicals, though the results in this section
only consider as many as 54. The complex index of refraction data from the chemical
library are fed into physics-based models for predicting reference signatures to be used
by the detection and control software. The detection and control software has two main
components. The first is the control block which informs the sensor on wavenumbers for
sampling (i.e., using OWLS). Before image acquisition, OWLS is used to select an initial
set of a priori wavenumbers based on the library of known chemical signatures of interest.
These a priori wavenumbers are used for the initial measurement, which is then fed to the
second block: the detection, classification and estimation algorithm. OWLS can then be
used to adaptively select the next round of wavenumbers for field measurements where the
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Figure 3.10: Image acquisition and detection platform. The digital platform for selecting
detector-optimal wavenumbers receives spectral library data. An initial set of wavenumbers
is chosen and the corresponding HSI data-cube is measured and processed by the detection
algorithm. OWLS then selects the next set of optimal wavenumbers and repeats until the
detector-optimal result is found. (From [64].)

target is unknown. Because we are mostly focused on laboratory measurements in this
thesis, we only consider the a priori selection of wavenumbers in this discussion.
OWLS maximizes detection accuracy for a given number of wavenumbers by finding
the set of wavenumbers which have maximal mutual information with chemical identity.
Mutual information, I(x; y), is an information-theoretic quantity representing how much
information random variable x conveys about random variable y (and vice versa, as
I(y; x) = I(x; y)) [65]. In this context, x (the “features” in machine learning parlance) is
the reflectance at some set of wavenumbers and y (the “labels”) is the chemical identity.
The mutual information of two discrete random variables is defined as

I(x; y) =

XX
i


p(xi , yj ) log2

j
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p(xi , yj )
p(xi )p(yj )


,

(3.14)

where the base of the logarithm determines the units (bits, in this case). Mutual information
is bounded by 0 ≤ I(x; y) ≤ H(y), where the lower bound corresponds to the case where
P
x and y are independent, and the upper bound (where H(y) = − j p(yj ) log2 p(yj ) is the
entropy in the labels y; this represents the uncertainty in y absent any measurements)
corresponds to the case where y is completely determined by x. In practice, I(x; y) is
estimated using the Kozachenko-Leonenko estimator [66] applied to a library consisting of
simulated spectra (including simulated noise) at various abundances.
The (weak) Fano inequality sets a lower bound on the probability that a chemical is
misclassified [65]:

Pe ≥

H(y) − I(x; y) − 1
,
log2 Υ

(3.15)

where Pe is the probability of misclassification and Υ is the number of possible chemicals.
Therefore, to minimize the probability of errors, it is necessary to find the x which maximizes
the mutual information. Specifically, given the set of possible features ∆, we would like to
pick the ω features x ⊂ ∆ which maximize I(x; y):

xopt = arg max I(x; y).

(3.16)

|x|≤ω,x⊂∆

In general, this is a combinatorial search problem, requiring exhaustive enumeration of all
O(2|∆| ) subsets of features with |x| ≤ ω. Mutual information, however, has the property
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Figure 3.11: Computational complexity for exhaustive combinatorial search and the
greedy OWLS algorithm. (From [64].)

that it is submodular:

I(x1 ; y) + I(x2 ; y) ≥ I(x1 ∪ x2 ; x) + I(x1 ∩ x2 ; y),

for x1 , x2 ⊆ Ω.

(3.17)

A key implication of this property is that an O(ω|∆|) greedy algorithm which adds the most
informative feature at each step and never removes features will provide a near-optimal
solution, within a factor of 1 − ((ω − 1)/ω)ω ∼ (e − 1)/e of the true maximum [67]. In this
section, the word “optimal” will be taken to refer to the near-optimal subset obtained in
this manner. For submodular set functions, the intractable combinatorial search can be
efficiently approximated by a tractable polynomial time greedy search, a substantial time
savings illustrated in Figure 3.11 (from [64]).
To illustrate the geometry of optimal features (i.e., reflectance at the optimal wavenumbers), consider the simplified problem of distinguishing between isopropanol, triethyl
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phosphate, and trimethyl phosphate. The chemical signatures and first three optimal
wavenumbers are shown in the top of Figure 3.12 (from [64]). The first three features all
correspond to strong absorbance peaks, which makes sense given that these correspond to
points of high difference between possible chemicals. The middle of Figure 3.12 (from [64])
shows how an individual feature may not necessarily be sufficient to identify the chemical
on its own (as the univariate histograms for the three chemicals overlap) but the pair of
features at 959 cm−1 and 1044 cm−1 allow the clusters corresponding to each chemical
to be cleanly separated, except at very low abundance where the differences in spectral
signatures are below the noise floor.
A priori OWLS selects the ω optimal wavenumbers which maximize mutual information
with chemical identity. This approach is useful when designing a sensor with a limited
number of fixed wavenumber bands. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the greedy
algorithm to select ω optimal wavenumbers from a set of candidates ∆.
Algorithm 1 A Priori OWLS Algorithm
1: function APOWLS(∆, ω)
. ∆ is the set of candidate wavenumbers
. ω ≤ |∆| is the number of optimal wavenumbers to select
2:
Λ ← {}
3:
while |Λ| < l do
4:
λnew ← arg max I(xΛ∪{λ} ; y). I( · ; y) is evaluated for each of the |∆| candidates
λ∈∆

5:
6:
7:

Λ ← Λ ∪ {λnew }
∆ ← ∆ \ {λnew }
return Λ

. Λ is the set of ω optimal wavenumbers

Consider a sensor designed to detect a single chemical, given a library of possible
chemicals which may occur in the environment. In order to reduce the complexity and
associated cost of the sensor, we would like to use as few wavenumbers as possible. As
a specific example, consider the case of designing a sensor to detect triethyl phosphate
(TEP) with a library of 54 possible chemicals, including several with fairly similar spectra
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Figure 3.12: Geometry of optimal features. (Top) chemical signatures and first three optimal
wavenumbers. The numbers at the bottom indicate the order in which wavenumbers were
selected. In this simple case, the optimal wavenumbers all correspond to strong absorption
peaks. (Middle) joint distribution of reflectance (R) at the first three optimal wavenumbers.
The plots on the diagonal show histograms of the individual features and the plots in the
lower triangle show scatterplots of every pair of features. (Bottom) accumulation of mutual
information as wavenumbers are added to optimally distinguish between the chemicals.
(From [64].)

to TEP. There are 100 wavenumbers to choose from, evenly-spaced between 884 cm−1 and
1350 cm−1 .
The mutual information of the spectral signatures x with the indicator variable

1y=TEP =




1,

y = TEP



0,

y 6= TEP

(3.18)

sets the bounds on classification performance to distinguish between TEP and the other
chemicals. The results of adding the wavenumbers which optimize I(x; 1y=TEP ) in the
order selected using submodular optimization are shown in the left-hand plot in Figure
3.13 (from [64]). Only the first four optimal wavenumbers are required to capture all of
the information available to distinguish TEP from the other 53 chemicals, while an evenlyspaced wavenumber grid does not capture all of the information with ten wavenumbers.
In such a simple classification problem, one might use a wavenumber selection scheme
which focuses on the major absorption peaks of TEP. Consider, however, the locations
of the first four optimal wavenumbers shown in the right-hand plot of Figure 3.13 (from
[64]): the largest absorption peak is shared with many other chemicals, and hence was only
selected fourth when considering mutual information. Furthermore, the second feature
is not centered on an absorption peak, but happens to be in a region of the spectrum
where TEP has strong absorbance but most of the other chemicals do not. OWLS selects
informative bands which other common selection schemes may overlook.
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Figure 3.13: (Left) accumulation of mutual information as wavenumbers are added in
an evenly-spaced (blue circles) and optimal (orange triangles) manner. The a priori
optimal wavenumbers obtain the upper bound of I(x; 1y=TEP ) = H(1y=TEP ) with only
four wavenumbers, while an evenly-spaced wavenumber grid does not capture all of the
available information with ten wavenumbers. (Right) spectra for 1 µg/cm2 of TEP
(thick orange) and other library chemicals (thin gray) along with the first four optimal
wavenumbers. The numbers next to the vertical lines indicate the order in which the
wavenumbers are selected. Notably, the largest absorption peak is selected last. (From
[64].)

3.6

Trace Chemical Phenomenology and Modeling

All the detection and classification approaches described in Section 3.4 rely on a library
of reference data for training / performing spectral matching. Under the correct algorithm
assumptions, the performance of a chemical identification system is limited by the accuracy
of the reference spectral library, which is usually simulated from a physics-based reflectance
signature model. Previous work has shown that deriving accurate physics-based signature
models is challenging [17, 18]. Chemical reflectance varies greatly with a number of factors.
Some of the more significant parameters are particle size [68] and shape for solids [69] or
film thickness in the case of liquids [70, 71], sample morphology [72], surface roughness
[73], and sampling angle (i.e. BRDF) [18, 42]. In addition to these factors, reflectance
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spectra may also vary with chemical thermodynamic state [74], molecular interactions [75],
and humidity [76, 77]. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the expected variability of normalized
reflectance for trace chemical films on surfaces. The curves show measurements for six
identical samples (saccharin films on glass) collected by the same sensor at two slightly
different measurement angles. There is high variability in the overall spectral shape and
the depth of spectral features due to the differences in measurement geometry.

Figure 3.14: Normalized reflectance measurements of six identical samples (saccharin
film on glass at a concentration of 100 µg/cm2 ) collected with the same sensor at two
measurement angles, demonstrating the high variability of trace chemicals. Note the
variability in not only overall spectral shape but also the depth of the distinct spectral
features.
There exists much research in the literature on signature models for calculating the
reflection spectrum from contaminated surfaces. First, we consider research on extracting
optical constants of chemicals (which are unique to each chemical and are crucial to
predicting chemical reflectance). Much of the existing literature on spectral signature
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modeling in the MIR focuses on two sample morphologies: solid particles on a surface and
thin liquid films on a surface. Models based on Mie scattering have often been shown to
represent solid particle signatures with low error [19, 20, 21]. Likewise, the transfer matrix
(TM) method is commonly used for modeling thin liquid films [22, 23]. The Mie scattering
and TM models are described in later subsections.

3.6.1

Estimating Optical Constants

It is well-known that the underlying spectral features (absorption peaks in active
spectroscopy) of both the chemical and surface derive from their complex optical constants
[78]. While the determination of optical constants for liquids is relatively straightforward,
their determination for solids is much more complicated. One of the more widely accepted
approaches is to use single-angle reflectance spectroscopy followed by Kramers-Kronig
transformation for estimating optical constants [ñ(ν)] for crystalline solids [79, 80, 81, 82].
For solid minerals, DeVetter et al. have shown that using carefully designed mask apertures
with low reflectance is more optimal for solid minerals [83]. The optical constants used
in this research were measured and provided by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL) through IARPA’s SILMARILS program.

3.6.2

Mie Scattering Signature Model

Mie scattering describes light scattering from an isolated spherical particle of known
complex optical constant and diameter. In addition, it is often used to approximately
describe the scattering of light from particles on a surface, which is schematically depicted
in Figure 3.15. For the case of particles on a surface, the effect of the substrate has a
significant impact on the reflectance spectrum. The Mie scattering-based model accounts
for multiple types of scattering - backscattering from the particle back to the sensor at
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Figure 3.15: A diagram of the types of scattering captured by the Mie scattering particle
model. Backscatter interacts with the particle and reflects back towards the sensor while
forward scatter reflects off the particle, onto the substrate, and back towards the sensor.
Areas without particles will only show substrate reflectance.

varying angles depending on the particle shape and sensing geometry (e.g. angle) and
forward scattering from the particle to the substrate (i.e. surface) first and back towards
the sensor second (see Figure 3.15). Lastly, there is reflectance of the bare substrate itself
in regions that are not covered in particles. Again, the fraction of a pixel covered by
particles is known as the fill factor. The fill factor depends on the chemical mass loading
(i.e. concentration), M [µg/cm2 ], chemical density, ρchem [µg/cm3 ], and particle diameter
mean, µ [cm], and standard deviation, σ [cm], by:

FF =

3M
2ρchem

P

i Dparticle,i (M, µ, σ)

,

(3.19)

where Dparticle,i is a particle diameter with units [cm] sampled from a particle size distribution. We use a log-normal distribution, shown to be effective for modeling particle
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sizes[84, 85, 86] with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Let Rparticle be the particle
reflectance based on Mie scattering:

Rparticle (ν) = SB QB (ν) + SLT QS (ν)Rsub (ν) + SQT QS (ν)2 Rsub (ν),

(3.20)

where ν is wavenumber [cm−1 ] and Rsub is the measured bare substrate reflectance. SB ,
SLT , and SQT are the backscattering, linear transflection, and quadratic transflection
strength parameters, respectively. QB and QS are the backward and forward scattering
reflectance contributions calculated using the optical constants for the specific chemical.
Then the full model for a particle on a surface is defined by:

RM ie (ν) = F F Rparticle (ν) + SSF (1 − F F )Rsub (ν),

(3.21)

where SSF is the substrate scale factor which may be used as a proxy for BRDF information.
The user must define the particle diameter mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, and substrate
scale factor SSF .
Figure 3.16 shows comparisons of the Mie scattering model predictions to actual
measurements of cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) and pentaerythritol tetranitrate
(PETN) particles on glass (samples prepared by the Naval Research Laboratory). These
results were generated using µ =12 µm, σ =10 µm, and SSF =1.0.
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Figure 3.16: The Mie scattering model (blue curve) provides strong fits to measurements
(black curve) of cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) and pentaerythritol tetranitrate
(PETN) particles on glass.

Figure 3.17: The TM method models the light refraction as it travels through and back
out of the liquid film on the substrate, as well as scattering within the film as the light
interacts with the substrate itself.
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3.6.3

Transfer Matrix Signature Model

The TM method is a standard approach for calculating the reflection and transmission
properties through a stack of uniform thin films with each layer having a known complex
refractive index thickness [see Figure 3.17]. Recall the complex optical constant, or
refraction index, is denoted by ñ. We define the optical constants at each uniform thin
film layer interface as: ñair for air, ñchem for the chemical, and ñsub for the substrate. The
complex Fresnel reflection coefficients at each layer interface are defined as r1 and r2 (for
the single chemical case) [87, 88, 24, 25]:

r1 (ν) =

ñ∗air (ν) − ñ∗chem (ν)
ñ∗air (ν) + ñ∗chem (ν)

(3.22)

r2 (ν) =

ñ∗chem (ν) − ñ∗sub (ν)
,
ñ∗chem (ν) + ñ∗sub (ν)

(3.23)

and

where

∗

indicates the complex conjugate. Let r3 be defined as:

r3 (ν) =

r1 (ν) + r2 (ν) exp (−2iδ)
,
1 + r1 (ν)r2 (ν) exp (−2iδ)

(3.24)

where δ is the optical depth through the chemical film [25, 87, 88]. The optical depth can
be estimated by summing all particle diameters using a Monte Carlo simulation, similar to
how the fill factor is estimated using Equation 3.19 in practice. Finally, the reflectance
from a uniform thin film is given by[22, 23]:
RT M (ν) = r3 (ν)r3 (ν)∗ ,
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(3.25)

Note that r1 and r2 are calculated at normal incidence. This is an approximation, as knowledge of the incidence angle is not guaranteed in standoff active spectroscopy applications.
This model has previously been used as part of a hyperspectral imaging simulator [48].
As shown in Figure 3.18, the simulator was able to duplicate the main characteristics of
the hyperspectral image of a sample which depicted the logo of IARPA using two different
chemicals. In particular, the TM model effectively predicted the spectra of two chemicals,
silicone oil and TEP, on a plastic surface is shown in Figure 3.18.
One of the limitations of the TM model is that it assumes a uniform film thickness. At
trace levels, however, chemical films more sparsely cover a surface. Moreover, the surface
roughness may also cause chemical films to have variable thickness across the surface. We
discuss a method for overcoming some of these issues in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.18: The TM model accurately captures the spectral shape and features of thin
films of silicone oil and triethyl phosphate (TEP) on high-density polyethylene (HDPE).
A cartoon representation of the sample as shown in the top of this figure, the measured
spectra in the middle, and the simulated representation in the bottom.

Chapter 4

Physics-based Model for Chemical
Reflectance Signatures
Of particular interest to this research is reflectance modeling of trace chemical residues.
Here, trace chemical residue is defined as the film-like residue which remains on a surface
after the evaporation of a solvent that contained the chemical. We have found that
prepared residue samples do not present themselves as uniform films, as shown in the
photomicrographs of two chemical residue samples on glass in Figure 4.1. The previously
discussed models that have been developed for trace chemical particles (i.e. Mie scattering)
[19, 20, 21] and uniform thin liquid films (i.e. TM) [22, 23], do not sufficiently capture the
case of the film-like residue. Instead, we present a modification to the well-known TM model
to specifically handle the physics of trace chemical residue. We call this modified model
sparse transfer matrix (STM) as presented in a previous paper [6] and described in the next
section. The STM model was developed by Block MEMS (Micro Electronic Mechanical
Systems), the lead performer on the IARPA SILMARILS program, and optimized by STR
(Systems & Technology Research), Block’s subcontractor on SILMARILS. Much of the
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comparative analysis between the STM model and the Mie scattering and TM models as
well as the STM classification accuracy assessment were conducted as part of this thesis
research.

4.1

Sparse Transfer Matrix Signature Model

STM assumes a non-uniform film with thickness sampled from a log-normal distribution,
as opposed to the standard TM model which assumes uniform film thickness. Note that
STM includes a uniform thin film as a special case.

Figure 4.1: Photomicrographs of chemical residues on glass: warfarin (left) and naproxen
sodium (right). Both samples show non-uniform distributions of film thickness across the
contamination area.
Unlike the TM model, the STM model assumes that only a portion of the surface is
covered by the chemical, the fraction called the fill factor. The remainder is bare substrate.
This is depicted in Figure 4.2(c). Furthermore, the film in the contaminated regions is
assumed to have a non-uniform thickness. As with the Mie scattering model for particles,
we assume the film thickness follows a log-normal distribution. The STM model is defined
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Figure 4.2: (a) The Mie scattering model assumes sparse spherical particles on a surface.
(b) The TM method assumes a uniform thin film covering the surface. (c) The STM model
includes films of non-uniform thickness sparsely covering the pixels. The film contributions
are calculated using the TM method. The reflectance is a linear combination of film and
substrate reflectance.

as:
RST M (ν) = F F RT M (ν) + SSF (1 − F F )Rsub (ν).

(4.1)

Before using the STM model for the classification of chemical residue samples, we must
set some application-dependent parameters: the particle diameter mean and standard
deviation, µ and σ, respectively, and the substrate scale factor, SSF . The selected
parameters should be relevant and physically realistic for the trace chemical classification
application. Ideally, a range of values for each parameter should be used so that the
simulations capture the full variability. Solid particles with a mean diameter of 10 µm were
dissolved to produce the samples in this study. Though dissolved particles may be less
than 0.1 µm in diameter, the scattering from such particles is negligible in the MIR where
the illumination waves are on the order of 10 µm. Similarly, we only consider particle
diameter standard deviations of 0.1 µm to 1.25 µm. The substrate scale factor in the Mie
scattering and STM models provides a proxy for the substrate BRDF as this information
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is not necessarily readily available. We consider a scale factor ranging from 0.1 to 10.0,
which is the range of BRDF values measured from a clean sample of HDPE (measurements
provided by PNNL under the IARPA SILMARILS program). These parameter ranges
are summarized in Table 4.1. Both the simulated and real data used for this analysis
consist of 200 wavenumbers from 980 to 1290 cm−1 with an approximate 1.56 cm−1 spacing.
Reflectance signatures are normalized to avoid any calibration inconsistencies. For the
analysis in later sections, we use the same parameters in Table 4.1 for the Mie scattering
model for comparison.

Table 4.1: Tunable model parameters and their values used for our experiments.

4.2

Parameter

Definition

Experiment Values

µ

mean particle diameter

0.1 - 10.0 µm

σ

particle diameter standard deviation

0.10 - 1.26 µm

SSF

substrate scale factor

0.1 - 10.0

Data Used for Testing the STM Model

Various substrate samples with chemical contamination at a range of concentrations
were prepared and provided by Johns Hopkins University Applied Physical Laboratory
(JHU-APL). The solid chemicals were first dissolved in a solvent and then evenly airbrushed
over the substrates using a mechanical arm. The active MIR hyperspectral reflectance
measurements were collected by the system developed by Block MEMS for the IARPA
SILMARILS program [11, 46, 12] described in Section 3.3.
In total, JHU-APL prepared six different chemicals on eight different substrates, though
not all of the chemicals were used on all of the substrates. To avoid biasing the results
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for comparing physics-based signature models, we limit the data used for these next
experiments to those chemicals and substrates for which we have at least one measurement
for each unique pair (three chemicals and four substrates in this case). To eliminate
confusion between this data subset and those used in later experiments, we will refer to
this data subset as dataset 1 (DS1). The breakdown of measured samples per chemical,
substrate, and concentration in DS1 are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: The number of measured samples and their concentrations for each unique
chemical-substrate combination used in DS1.
Substrate/Chemical
Aspirin
Pentaerythritol
Saccharin
Cardboard

14 at 50 µg/cm2

15 at 50 µg/cm2

Glass

1 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 150 µg/cm2

2 at 50 µg/cm2
3 at 100 µg/cm2
6 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 10 µg/cm2
2 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 10 µg/cm2
3 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 100 µg/cm2

4 at 10 µg/cm2
7 at 100 µg/cm2

1 at 10 µg/cm2
5 at 100 µg/cm2
1 at 150 µg/cm2

3 at 10 µg/cm2
5 at 100 µg/cm2
1 at 150 µg/cm2

High-density
Polyethylene
(HDPE)
Rough Aluminum

4.3

Physics-based Modeling Results on Dataset 1

The analysis for this effort focuses on demonstrating the utility of the STM model. First,
we quantitatively compare the synthetic spectra generated by each of the three physical
models to measured data. We include qualitative comparisons between the measured data
and simulated data to demonstrate the phenomenology captured by each of the models.
Lastly, we observe the improvement in classification performance on measured data when
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using the proposed STM model over the more well-known models. The measurements used
for this analysis were acquired by Kelley et al. [11, 46] and the full simulation tool used to
produce synthetic spectra with the STM model was developed by Myers et al. [48] as part
of the IARPA SILMARILS program.
As shown in Table 4.2, there is an unequal number of measurements for each chemicalsubstrate class. This can lead to biased parameter tuning and results if not addressed
properly. For this research, we focus on overall performance metrics. That is, fit and classification performance results are averaged within each class prior to averaging performance
results across the different classes in Table 4.2.
The plots in Figures 4.3-4.6 provide qualitative comparisons of the synthetic spectra
generated by the STM simulation tool (gray curves) with their corresponding measurements
(black curves). The variability in the simulated spectra can be attributed to the wide range
of parameter values summarized in Table 4.1. Of perhaps more interest to this research is
the quantitative comparison of the abilities of the various signature models discussed to
accurately model real measured reflectance signatures. For this comparison, we calculate
the overall root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the outputs of the Mie scattering, TM, and
STM models with their corresponding measurements.
We calculate overall RMSE while varying each of the model parameters to capture the
sensitivity of the models considered. Using Equation 3.19, we find that the fill factor is
only less than 1 for mean particle diameters greater than 2 µm. Therefore, the substrate
scale factor has no effect for small particle sizes (see Equations 3.21 and 4.1). We begin the
sensitivity analysis by varying the mean particle diameter, µ, within the range in Table
4.1. The standard deviation, σ, and substrate scale factor, SSF , are set to 0.5 µm and 1.0,
respectively. The average RMSE for each of the reflectance models is shown as a function
of µ in the top plot in Figure 4.7. Because the TM model only varies with the input
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Figure 4.3: Comparisons of STM-simulated spectra (gray curves) with their corresponding
measurements (black curves) on the cardboard substrate. All data are shown in normalized
reflectance units.
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Figure 4.4: Comparisons of STM-simulated spectra (gray curves) with their corresponding
measurements (black curves) on the glass substrate. All data are shown in normalized
reflectance units.
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Figure 4.5: Comparisons of STM-simulated spectra (gray curves) with their corresponding
measurements (black curves) on the HDPE substrate. All data are shown in normalized
reflectance units.
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Figure 4.6: Comparisons of STM-simulated spectra (gray curves) with their corresponding
measurements (black curves) on the rough aluminum substrate. All data are shown in
normalized reflectance units.
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concentration, its RMSE does not vary with µ. Overall, STM outperforms the other two
models in terms of overall RMSE. Both STM and Mie scattering demonstrate minimum
RMSE for mean particle diameters greater than 2 µm (i.e. fill factor less than 1) indicating
that the uniform thin film assumption of the TM model is less valid for residue samples.
We continue the sensitivity analysis while allowing σ to vary. For this result, µ is set to
5.46 µm to minimize the mean RMSE between the Mie scattering and STM models. The
middle plot of Figure 4.7 shows that the particle size standard deviation has less effect
on the RMSE than the mean particle size. Lastly, we set σ to 1.14 µm to minimize the
RMSE of both Mie scattering and STM and allow SSF to vary. The result is shown in
the bottom plot of Figure 4.7. Overall, the STM model achieves an average 25% reduction
in RMSE.
The RMSE provides a measurement of the overall fit of the simulated data to the
measured data but does not tell us how well the models capture the phenomenology of the
samples. Figure 4.8 compares example spectra simulated by each of the models with real
measurements. As with the previous results, we select model parameters that minimize
the mean RMSE between the Mie scattering and STM models for this result: µ =5.46µm,
σ =1.14µm, and SSF =1.0. The examples include all three chemicals on three different
substrates. The Mie scattering and TM models capture some of the spectral features in
each sample, but the STM model provides an overall better match to the phenomenology.
Next, we test the ability of the reflectance models to improve classification results on
real measurements. For these results, we use RMSE as a classification metric. We compare
each measurement to the full spectral library generated by each model and select the
chemical which minimizes the RMSE. The model parameters are varied in the same way
as in the RMSE results. The overall classification accuracy as a function of each model
parameter is shown for each model in Figure 4.9. Again, we see that the Mie scattering and
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STM models perform better for larger particle sizes, suggesting that substrate effects must
be considered for capturing the phenomenology of residue samples. Again, performance is
averaged over each class prior to averaging across the different chemical-substrate classes.
On average, STM achieves an overall classification accuracy 0.10 and 0.28 greater than Mie
scattering and TM models, respectively. The peak classification accuracy of the STM model
is 0.74 as compared to the TM and Mie scattering models at 0.46 and 0.64, respectively.

4.4

Discussion and Summary

In this chapter, we presented STM, an extension of the physics-based transfer matrix
model. The STM model better captures the phenomenology of chemical residues on surfaces
by allowing for a log-normal distribution of film thicknesses sparsely covering the surface.
We compare the STM model to the well-known Mie scattering and the standard transfer
matrix models. First, we quantify the overall fit of the simulated spectra to the measured
data as a function of the model parameters. Our STM model reduces the overall RMSE
between simulated spectra and measured spectra by about 25%. We also calculate the
overall classification accuracy achieved when using each of the three models to generate the
reference signature library. When the model parameters are optimized, STM outperforms
the other two signature models by 0.10-0.28.
We make a number of assumptions in the STM model for simplification. For some
applications, these assumptions may impact performance. The main STM assumptions
that may impact performance are:
1. the use of normal incidence in Equations 3.22 and 3.23,
2. the log-normal distribution of particle diameters in Equation 3.19, and
3. the linear mixing of the chemical and substrate reflectance terms in Equation 4.1.
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We assume normal incidence for our research as we are ultimately interested in standoff
detection of trace chemicals. At standoff distances, the true angle of incidence between
the active illumination source beam and contaminated surface is unknown. In other
applications, the angle may be known and one may achieve better performance by using
the Fresnel reflectance coefficients calculated at the particular angle of incidence. Appendix
A demonstrates how to modify the transfer matrix calculations for non-normal incidence
angles.
As demonstrated by Equation 4.1, we assume a LMM between the chemical and
substrate reflectance terms. Of course, the chemical reflectance term is calculated by the
TM method and is nonlinear itself. Given the variability we often see in trace chemical
reflectance data, it is reasonable to consider nonlinear mixing models for these terms as
well. Some common nonlinear mixing models one may consider are discussed in Appendix
B.
Most of the research in this thesis only considers single chemical contaminants on a
surface. Equation 4.1 is a simplified formula for this special case. In many real-world
applications, however, chemical residues are actually mixtures of multiple chemicals.
Appendix C outlines modifications to the STM model for the case of chemical mixtures.
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SSF

SSF

Figure 4.7: Overall RMSE as a function of each of the model parameters for each of
the three signature models considered. The STM model (red dotted curves) consistently
outperforms the other models in terms of overall fit to the measured data.

Figure 4.8: Comparisons of measured data (black solid curves) with example spectra
generated by the three signature models considered. The model parameters were selected
to jointly minimize the overall RMSE of all models. The STM model (red dotted curves)
captures more of the features and provides an overall better fit to the phenomenology of
the measured data than the Mie scattering (blue dashed curves) and TM (green dashed
curves).

SSF

SSF

Figure 4.9: Overall classification accuracy as a function of each of the model parameters
for each of the three signature models considered. The STM model (red dotted curves)
consistently outperforms the other models in terms of overall fit to the measured data. In
particular, both the STM and Mie scattering models achieve higher accuracy for larger
particle diameters (fill factor < 1), indicating that the non-uniform film assumption is
valid.

Chapter 5

Domain Adaptation Model for
Chemical Reflectance Signatures
This chapter describes machine learning techniques for domain adaptation and demonstrates their effectiveness in modifying simulated data to look more like real, measured
data as presented in a previous paper [7].
The STM model has been shown to provide more accurate chemical residue reflectance
predictions than the Mie scattering and TM models [6]. However, as shown in [6] as well as
results in Section 4.3, the STM model predictions agree with their equivalent measurements
in some parts of the spectra but have non-uniform biases in other parts of the spectra. We
use concepts from the realm of domain adaptation to overcome these modeling limitations.
Due to the high spectral variability of trace chemical reflectance signatures, physicsbased models alone typically have limited ability to predict measured chemical spectra.
Recent research efforts have relied on machine learning for increasing signature model accuracy [10]. Domain adaptation has recently demonstrated significant utility in translating
data between domains (e.g. from the simulated data domain to the measured data domain)
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[27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Specifically, conditional generative adversarial networks (GANs),
such as the pix2pix model, are used for image-to-image translation [34, 35, 36]. Conditional
GANs have also been used to adapt 1D time-series data, such as audio, from one domain
to another [89, 90, 91, 92]. However, these studies leverage existing 2D conditional GANs
and apply them to 2D time-frequency representations (such as spectrograms) of the data
rather than operating on the 1D signal directly. The research in this thesis adapts the
2D pix2pix model to the 1D data domain for translating chemical reflectance signatures
simulated by a physics-based model to the measured data domain [7].
Within the broader field of machine learning, domain adaptation refers to the sub-field
where inputs from a source domain are used for tasks in a target domain. GANs use domain
adaptation to generate data representative of the desired target domain [93]. A GAN is
comprised of two models which are trained iteratively (i.e. adversarially): the generator
model, G, and the discriminator model, D. The generator is tasked with producing outputs
which are representative of the target domain. Inputs to the generator are examples from
a source domain. The most basic GAN uses random noise as inputs to the generator.
The discriminator model is tasked with classifying inputs as belonging to the source
domain or the target domain. The joint optimization of the generator and discriminator
ensures minimum loss in the predictions from the generator and maximum accuracy of the
discriminator [27]. An example of this general GAN architecture is shown in Figure 5.1,
where the source domain is random noise and the target domain consists of images of cats.
The basic GAN model depicted in Figure 5.1 is well-suited for applications where we
have some target domain data and no simulation tool to generate source data. In this study,
we have a physics-based model for simulating supplemental training data from the source
domain but we want the generated spectra to be more representative of the measured
data. In this case, we want to condition a GAN to learn the mapping from a sample in the
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Figure 5.1: A high-level diagram of a GAN model. The generator model, G, accepts inputs
from the source domain. The most basic GAN uses random noise as input to the generator.
The generator produces data representative of the target domain (images of cats in this
case). The discriminator model, D, accepts source and target domain inputs and classifies
inputs as either source or target. The generator and discriminator models are trained
iteratively to maximize the generator accuracy while minimizing the discriminator error.

simulation domain to the same sample in the measured domain. A GAN which learns based
on conditional inputs is called a conditional GAN [94, 95]. One application of conditional
GANs is data translation. More specifically, there are many examples in the literature
of training conditional GANs for image-to-image translation [34, 35, 36]. An example of
a conditional GAN used for image-to-image translation is depicted in Figure 5.2. The
conditional GAN is trained using pairs of source and target domain images. The source
images are painted representations of cats and the target images are photographs of the
same cats. The generator (G) learns to translate paintings to look more like photographs
while the discriminator (D) learns to discriminate between the generated and target images
within each input pair.
A well-known conditional GAN used for image-to-image translation is the pix2pix model
[35]. The pix2pix model has proven successful in a variety of image-to-image translation
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Figure 5.2: A high-level diagram of a conditional GAN model. The generator model, G,
accepts inputs from the source domain (paintings of cats, for example). The generator
translates the source inputs to the target domain (images of cats in this case). The
discriminator model, D, accepts pairs of source and target domain inputs and determines
which is which. Models G and D are trained iteratively to maximize the generator accuracy
while minimizing the discriminator error.

applications such as converting aerial imagery to street maps, day-time imagery to nighttime imagery, drawings to photographs, black and white imagery to colored imagery,
etc. More recently, pix2pix has been applied to audio data for voice translation [89]. In
these studies, however, 1D audio signals were first processed using a short-time Fourier
transform, converting them to 2D spectrograms before training the 2D pix2pix model.
This approach is suitable for applications that require 2D spectrograms. For the chemical
classification application, we typically compare 1D reflectance measurements to a library of
1D spectral signatures rather than working in Fourier, wavelet, or other 2D decompositions.
Furthermore, recovering the 1D signal from a 2D decomposition is a lossy process [96].
Instead, we apply a 1D conditional GAN for spectrum-to-spectrum translation [7].
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5.1

1D Conditional Generative Adversarial Network for Trace
Chemicals

We used the underlying pix2pix architecture [97, 98] as the design for our 1D conditional
GAN for spectrum-to-spectrum translation. We refer to the pix2pix model as being 2D as
it operates on images of one or more channels. Most examples of the pix2pix model assume
3-channel square images. To convert the 2D pix2pix to a 1D pix2pix model, we simply
converted the 2D convolutional layers in the models G and D to 1D convolutional layers
with the number of channels set to the number of wavenumbers in the reflectance spectra.
The upsampling layers were also converted to 1D convolutional layers with outputs of the
appropriate size for our spectral signatures. This ensures that the extracted features will
be spectral features as in the LucasCNN model for material classification in HSI (Section
3.4.4). Figure 5.3 compares the discriminator network architecture of the published 2D
pix2pix model and our converted 1D pix2pix model. The model is trained for 5 epochs
using a batch size of 100 and the Adam optimizer [99].
The main goal of this work is to improve chemical classification performance using
translated spectra. To demonstrate this, we compare classification accuracy when the
classifier training data includes simulated data versus the simulated data after spectrumto-spectrum translation. We use the LucasCNN model as the classification algorithm for
these experiments. For each experiment, the model is trained for 10 epochs using a batch
size of 128 and the Adam optimizer [99]. We provide details on the training and test data
in the next sections.
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(a).

(b).

Figure 5.3: (a.) The 2D pix2pix discriminator network architecture. (b.) Our converted
1D pix2pix discriminator network architecture. 2D convolutional and upsampling layers
are converted to 1D convolutional layers.
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5.2

Data Used for Training and Testing the 1D Conditional
GAN Model

The chemical samples used in this research were generated by JHU-APL using the
process described in Section 4.2. We perform two sets of experiments with the 1D
conditional GAN and subsets of the measured data. The first set of experiments uses
the same chemicals for both training and testing the GAN and classifier models; we will
refer to this dataset as dataset 2 (DS2). The second set of experiments tests the generator
(trained with DS2) on chemicals not included in the GAN training set; we will refer to the
second dataset with the “new” chemicals as dataset 3 (DS3).
For DS2, we limit the data to those chemicals and substrates for which we have at
least one measurement for each unique pair (three chemicals and four substrates in this
case) as we did in DS1. This ensures we do not bias the GAN towards a particular
substrate. The DS1 dataset included measurements at the lowest concentration of 10
µg/cm2 . Typically, the chemical reflectance contribution at this low concentration is much
smaller than the substrate reflectance contribution and, therefore, we cannot detect the
chemical’s presence. It is important to include such measurements for testing physicsbased models as any physics-based approach should capture the decrease in the chemical
reflectance contribution as a function of chemical concentration. However, we exclude the
lower concentration measurements in DS2 as we do not want to train the machine learning
and data science models using chemical data where we cannot detect the chemical. In total,
DS2 then contains 69 measurements of the three chemicals (aspirin, pentaerythritol, and
saccharin) on the four different substrates (cardboard, glass, HDPE, and rough aluminum)
at concentrations ranging from 50 to 150 µg/cm2 . The breakdown of measured samples
per chemical, substrate, and concentration in DS2 are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: The number of measured samples and their concentrations for each unique
chemical-substrate combination in DS2.
Substrate/Chemical
Aspirin
Pentaerythritol
Saccharin
Cardboard

14 at 50 µg/cm2

15 at 50 µg/cm2

Glass

1 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 150 µg/cm2

2 at 50 µg/cm2
3 at 100 µg/cm2
6 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 100 µg/cm2

3 at 100 µg/cm2

2 at 100 µg/cm2

7 at 100 µg/cm2

5 at 100 µg/cm2
1 at 150 µg/cm2

5 at 100 µg/cm2
1 at 150 µg/cm2

High-density
Polyethylene
(HDPE)
Rough Aluminum

For DS3, we select caffeine, lactose, and naproxen as the new chemicals from the sample
set provided by JHU-APL. DS3 includes measurements of the three test chemicals on
three of the four substrates included in DS2 - cardboard, glass, and rough aluminum - for
a total of 42 measurements. The number of samples for each chemical, substrate, and
concentration in DS3 are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: The number of measured samples and their concentrations for each unique
chemical-substrate combination in DS3.
Substrate/Chemical
Caffeine
Lactose
Naproxen
Cardboard
Glass

Rough Aluminum

15 at 50 µg/cm2
µg/cm2

1 at 50
6 at 100 µg/cm2
3 at 150 µg/cm2
3 at 100 µg/cm2

-

-

µg/cm2

1 at 50
3 at 100 µg/cm2

1 at 100 µg/cm2
2 at 150 µg/cm2

3 at 50 µg/cm2

1 at 100 µg/cm2
3 at 150 µg/cm2

The conditional GAN needs pairs of source (simulated) and target (measured) domain
spectra for training. We use the STM model described in Section 4.1 for predicting trace
chemical residue reflectance signatures in this chapter. Recall the STM model has three
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parameters the user must set [6]: the particle diameter mean and standard deviation and
the substrate scale factor. The range of parameter values used in this study are summarized
in Table 5.3. To create the STM-predicted library, we generate an STM simulation for
each parameter combination in Table 5.3 for each chemical, substrate, and concentration
(i.e. 125 parameter combinations for 6 chemicals, 4 substrates, and 3 concentrations). This
library is used for training the LucasCNN classifier later. For each measurement in DS2
and DS3, we select the entry in the STM library that provides the best fit (in an `2 sense)
to the measurement to generate the GAN training data pairs: a total of 69 corresponding
simulated-measured data pairs in DS2 and 42 pairs in DS3. Both the simulated and real
data used for this analysis consist of 200 wavenumbers from 980 to 1290 cm−1 with an
1.55 cm−1 spacing and are normalized prior to training the GAN or classifier.

Table 5.3: STM tunable parameters and their values used for the 1D conditional GAN
experiments.
Parameter

Experiment Values

Mean particle diameter, µ

0.10, 0.32, 1.00, 3.20, 10.00 µm

Particle diameter standard deviation, σ

0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.79, 1.59 µm

Substrate scale factor, SSF

0.10, 0.32, 1.00, 3.20, 10.00

Neither DS2 nor DS3 contain sufficient samples for training a classifier or GAN. To
augment the datasets for training and testing the classifier, we replicate each simulatedmeasured data pair for a total of 100 entries per pair and add white Gaussian noise to
each. (The sensor used for data collection was shot-noise limited with noise following
an approximately Gaussian distribution.) Additionally, we add a random gradual slope
in magnitude of up to ±20% of the total magnitude and a random wavenumber shift
between ±4.65cm−1 to each pair for training the GAN. The random wavenumber shift is
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similar to the random jitter that is typically used in image-based GAN applications for
data augmentation and has also been shown to work well in deep learning models trained
on 1D time-series data [100]. In addition to increasing the number of unique samples for
training, the data augmentation steps also increase the model’s robustness to common
calibration errors in active spectroscopic data. The random slope adds robustness to slight
reflectance calibration offsets (as seen in measurements of bare rough aluminum during the
data collection) while the wavenumber shift adds robustness to calibration errors in the
QCLs (i.e. wavenumber drift [101]).
The 1D conditional GAN is trained using a subset of augmented DS2 data. (We
chose to train a single GAN for all sample types in this research as a full chemical library
typically contains hundreds or more chemicals. For applications with fewer targets and / or
backgrounds of interest, it may be beneficial to train individual GANs for each class type.)
To obtain training and testing data, DS2 is split across unique measurements (i.e. all 100
data pairs derived from a particular measurement exist entirely in either the training or test
set) with stratification across the chemical label. We use a training ratio of ∼0.8 such that
we have 5500 data pairs for training and 1400 for testing in DS2. The normalized simulated
and measured reflectance signatures are centered about zero magnitude for training the
GAN [102]. After the GAN is trained, we compare classification accuracy using the full
STM-simulated library and the translated version of this library with the LucasCNN model.
The translated library is the output of the trained generator model given the simulated
library. A separate LucasCNN model instance is trained for each library. Both model
instances are tested on the same measured data from the DS2 test set. Due to the unequal
number of samples per class in DS2, we perform a 10-fold training / test data split and
compute the overall classification accuracy results across the 10 experiments, retraining
the GAN and LucasCNN models each time.
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Next, we test the GAN’s utility on “new” chemicals (i.e. those not included in the
training set). We perform the same type of classification experiment on DS3 as we do
on DS2. The LucasCNN classifier is trained on simulated data and translated data
corresponding to DS3 measurements and the performance is compared for each library. We
report the average performance over the 10 iterations of the experiment.

5.3

1D Conditional GAN Results on Dataset 2

After training each 10-fold iteration of the GAN, we compute the classification accuracy
of the LucasCNN model on measured data when training with the simulated versus
translated data. We compute the overall classification accuracy (i.e. we sum the number of
chemicals identified as belonging to a particular class across all iterations and divide by the
total number of test measurements per class). The average ratios of correct and incorrect
chemical predictions are shown in Figure 5.4 for each classifier training method. Overall,
the translated library produced by the generator model(s) increases the class-average
classification accuracy from 0.820 to 0.870. We still, however, see a slight imbalance of
classification accuracy across the classes with the accuracy on saccharin samples being
much lower than the accuracy on aspirin and pentaerythritol. Recall from Table 5.1 that
there were many more samples of aspirin and pentaerythritol on cardboard than there
were of saccharin on cardboard. These results indicate the GAN outputs might be biased
due to the abundance of cardboard samples in the training data.
A more qualitative result is shown in Figure 5.5. Measured spectra of saccharin on glass
are shown on the same plot as their corresponding simulations and their corresponding
translated spectra. As shown in Figure 5.5, even the best fits from the STM simulation
model do not provide a perfect fit to the measured data. The translated spectra, however,
provide a better fit the measured data. Note, the measured spectra shown in these results
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Figure 5.4: Normalized confusion matrices for each LucasCNN model training method
when testing on the DS2 measured test set. Training the LucasCNN model on simulated
data (top) gives an overall classification accuracy of 0.820 across all chemicals in DS2 while
training on translated data (bottom) gives an overall accuracy of 0.870.

were taken from the test set rather than the training set.
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Figure 5.5: Measured spectra of (top) 50 µg/cm2 of aspirin on cardboard and (bottom)
100 µg/cm2 of saccharin on glass are shown by the black curves. The corresponding STM
predictions are shown by the dotted red curves while the data translations from the GAN
are shown by the dotted blue curves. Overall, the GAN translations provide a better match
to the measured data.

5.4

1D Conditional GAN Results on Dataset 3

For the second set of experiments, we test the performance of the generator model
on chemicals that were omitted from the GAN training data. After training each 10-fold
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iteration of the GAN, we compute the classification accuracy of the LucasCNN model on
DS3 measured data when training with the simulated versus translated data. Again, we
compute the overall classification accuracy across the 10 experiments. The average ratios of
correct and incorrect chemical predictions are shown in Figure 5.6 for each classifier training
method. Overall, the translated library produced by the generator model(s) increases the
class-average classification accuracy from 0.810 to 0.823. The performance improvement is
only marginal and there is still an imbalance of classification accuracies across the chemicals
in DS3. As with the DS2 results shown in Figure 5.4, the best performance achieved in
DS3 is on caffeine samples, many of which were on cardboard as shown in Table 5.2.

5.5

Discussion and Summary

In this chapter, we present a novel concept for enhancing trace chemical reflectance
signature predictions. We begin with the physics-based STM signature model for simulating
chemical residue reflectance. We suggest that though the model is best-suited for modeling
chemical residue phenomenology, there are some limitations in its ability to fit to real
data. To solve this problem, we developed the first 1D conditional GAN for spectrum-tospectrum translation. The 1D conditional GAN translates the STM-simulated library from
the simulation domain to the measurement domain. We demonstrate the performance of
the GAN by comparing classification accuracy with and without data translation applied to
the classifier training data. When classifying chemicals used to train the GAN, classification
accuracy improves from 0.820 to 0.870 and when classifying chemicals excluded from the
GAN training set, the accuracy improves from 0.810 to 0.823. Note that in both cases, the
accuracy is fairly imbalanced among all the chemical classes, with the best performance
being on chemicals that were measured on cardboard many times. These results indicate
the GAN training may be biased towards samples on cardboard.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized confusion matrices for each LucasCNN model training method
when testing on the DS3 measured data. Training the LucasCNN model on simulated
data (top) gives an overall classification accuracy of 0.810 across all chemicals in DS3 while
training on translated data (bottom) gives an overall accuracy of 0.823.

The initial results of this research suggest 1D conditional GANs may be very promising
in enhancing spectroscopic libraries for chemical classification problems. However, the
reader is encouraged to consider the trade-offs for their specific problem before applying
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these techniques. For example, the 1D conditional GAN used in this study was trained on
all classes at once. This is sensible for applications where robustness to a large variety of
targets and backgrounds is desired. Trace chemical identification is an example of this type
of application as we typically have hundreds to thousands of signatures in the reference
library (though only a small handful were used in this study). In cases where only a few
targets or backgrounds are considered, it may be more beneficial to train one unique 1D
conditional GAN per class.
When using any GAN approach, it is generally desired to have a large and complete
training dataset. Data augmentation as performed in this study is often useful in improving
model robustness [100]. Specifically, our initial experiments used only the first data
augmentation step (adding white Gaussian noise) prior to training the GAN. The resulting
generator models performed poorly on the new chemical data in DS3. Adding the varying
slope and wavenumber shifts in the data greatly improved the model’s robustness and
applicability to data that is very different from the training data.
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Chapter 6

Theory-guided Data Science
Model for Chemical Reflectance
Signatures
As explained in the previous chapter, domain adaptation is mostly effective on chemicals
or substrates that are well-represented in the training data. This chapter describes the area
of theory-guided data science (TGDS) and how we can use some of the relevant techniques
to increase our robustness to new chemicals and substrates as presented in a previous
paper [103]. The applications of data science range from simple data analysis to entire
frameworks for data and scientific discovery - from both structured and unstructured data.
The original definition of data science is “the science of dealing with data, once they have
been established, while the relation of the data to what they represent is delegated to other
fields and sciences” [104]. Data science techniques focus on statistical and probabilistic
modeling and, hence, are very generalizable. This is an advantage for most applications
where there is a clear but unknown relationship with the data and some phenomenon.
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However, this general assumption typically breaks down in scientific applications where
there can be many variables and limited training data to demonstrate the relationships in
the data among all variables [105, 106, 107]. This gap gives rise to the field of theory-guided
data science.
Theory-guided data science marries task-driven data science models with theoretical
principles of physics to increase the effectiveness of these models for learning physics-based
tasks [37]. Recent trends include leveraging large datasets for knowledge discovery in
applications such as natural language processing, object recognition and tracking, and
autonomous vehicles [108, 109, 38].
There are multiple methods for designing a data science model to incorporate scientific
theory. One approach is to modify the response and loss functions according to the
expected trend. For example, a regularly occurring event may be best described by a
Gaussian distribution whereas rare events may be better described by a gamma distribution
in the response function. Another approach is to design the model with the physics in
mind. Neural networks are often used for this approach by designating certain layers
(or individual NNs) to learn particular steps in a physical process. One can also specify
connections between nodes to mirror relationships between variables in a physical model.
An example is the use of long and short term memory in recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
for modeling time-varying physical effects. Additionally, using regularization tasks that
enforce multi-task learning can better capture different types of relationships between
variables and physical effects. The last approach for fusing physics-based and data science
models is to develop a hybrid model, where some aspects are learned by the data science
model and others are modeled by physical theory [37].
Karpatne et al. published their theory-guided data science model, called physicsguided neural network (PGNN) [40] which is a hybrid physics-based data science model
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initially developed for modeling lake water temperatures. This PGNN model achieves an
average reduction in model error of 46% relative to physical models when predicting lake
temperatures. The research in this thesis applies the PGNN model concepts for predicting
chemical reflectance signatures for training a chemical classifier.

6.1

Physics-Guided Neural Network for Trace Chemicals

The PGNN developed by Karpatne et al. is a hybrid physics-based data science model
initially developed for modeling lake water temperatures. The authors of the PGNN model
describe a standard NN model as fN N : P → Y , where P is the set of input parameters
and Y is the target variable. Similarly, a pure physics-based model can be expressed as
fP HY : P → Y . The PGNN model, however, is expressed as fP GN N : [P, YP HY ] → Y ,
where the inputs include all the relevant parameters as well as the output of the physicsbased simulator, YP HY (Karpatne et al. use the state-of-the-art physics-based General
Lake Model [110]). The model, shown in Figure 6.1, is comprised of 3 hidden layers each
with 12 hidden nodes.
We use the general PGNN model design [111] for predicting chemical reflectance
signatures on surfaces. The model is scaled up to 16 hidden layers and 64 nodes per layer
to handle the complexity of the trace chemical reflectance signatures (shown in Figure
6.2). We found the model performs best on chemical spectra when the dropout fraction
is set to 0 due to the complexity. The model input parameters, P , are shown in Table
6.1. The substrate identity (ID) is an integer assigned to each substrate in the study. We
provide the model with the substrate ID as there are substrate attributes beyond substrate
reflectance and optical constants that can affect the reflectance of a chemical on the surface
(e.g. surface roughness, dielectric properties, specularity, etc.). Providing the substrate ID
enables the model to learn some of these substrate effects from the measured reflectance.
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PGNN:

Figure 6.1: The PGNN model architecture developed by Karpatne et al. uses 3 hidden
layers with 12 hidden nodes.

We use the STM simulation output, RST M , as the input for YP HY and the corresponding
measured reflectance as the target variable, Y . The PGNN model was found to have the best
performance when it was also supplied the preliminary terms r1 , r2 , and RT M calculated
by the STM model. We express our full model as fP GN Nchem : [P, Yterms , YP HY ] → Y ,
where Yterms is comprised of the preliminary terms of the STM model, r1 , r2 , and RT M .
All optical constant and reflection terms (including r1 and r2 ) are normalized to be between
0 and 1 for training the PGNN. We use the root-mean-square error as the loss function as
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PGNN (chemical):

Figure 6.2: The PGNN model is scaled up to 16 hidden layers with 64 hidden nodes to
handle the complexity of chemical spectra.

in [40] and [111].

Table 6.1: The PGNN input parameters for predicting chemical reflectance.
Parameter
1

Wavenumber, ν

2

Substrate ID

3

Chemical Concentration, M

4

Mean Particle Diameter, µ

5

Particle Size Standard Deviation, σ

6

Substrate Scale Factor, SSF

7

Chemical Density, ρchem

8

Substrate Complex Optical Constant, ñsub

9

Substrate Reflectance, Rsub

10

Chemical Complex Optical Constant, ñchem

The main goal of this work is to improve chemical classification performance using
PGNN-predicted spectra. In particular, we are interested in the performance improvement
when classifying chemicals that were not used to train the PGNN. To demonstrate this,
we compare classification accuracy on several chemicals when training on STM-predicted
spectra versus PGNN-predicted spectra. We use the LucasCNN model as the classification
algorithm for these experiments. For each experiment, the LucasCNN model is trained for
10 epochs using a batch size of 128 and the Adam optimizer [99]. We provide details on
the training and test data in the next section.

6.2

Data Used for Training and Testing the PGNN Model

The measured data is required for training the PGNN (i.e. it is used as the target
variable, Y ) as well as testing the classifier accuracy. Of particular interest to this research
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is the improvement in classification accuracy on chemicals that are not used for training
the PGNN. In other words, can the PGNN improve performance on chemicals we have
never measured before? Therefore, we separate the measured data into two datasets: DS2
contains chemicals that are used to train the PGNN while DS3 contains chemicals not used
to train the PGNN. This is the same setup used for the 1D conditional GAN results. The
samples contained in DS2 and DS3 are itemized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Again, we choose
the 3 chemicals which were measured on all four substrates for DS2 to ensure the PGNN
is as robust as possible to the substrate.
We generate the simulated data for training the PGNN and classifier using the STM
model described in Section 4.1 just as we did for the 1D conditional GAN. The output of
the STM simulator is the RST M term. To train the PGNN, each measurement Y in DS2
needs a corresponding RST M term (and the preliminary terms r1 , r2 , and RT M ) as well as
the corresponding set of parameters in Table 6.1. For each measurement in DS2, we select
the entry in the STM library that provides the best fit (in an `2 sense) to the measurement
to generate the PGNN inputs, [P, Yterms , YP HY ], where the values of P are the parameters
used to find the best fitting RST M and Yterms are the preliminary terms used to calculate
RST M . Both the simulated and real data used for this analysis consist of 200 wavenumbers
from 980 to 1290 cm−1 with an 1.55 cm−1 spacing and are normalized prior to training
the PGNN or LucasCNN models. We perform data augmentation (duplicating samples 100
times, adding white Gaussian noise, and applying random shifts and slopes to the PGNN
training data) as we did for the 1D conditional GAN.
The PGNN model is trained using a subset of the augmented DS2 data and corresponding input parameters. To obtain training and testing data, DS2 is split across unique
measurements (i.e. all 100 entries derived from a particular measurement exist entirely
in either the training or test set) with stratification across the chemical label. We use a
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training ratio of ∼0.8 such that we have 5500 spectra for training and 1400 for testing in
DS2. When training the model, we use a validation ratio of 0.1. The model is trained for
5 epochs using a batch size of 200 and the Adagrad optimizer [112], which we found to
provide the fastest convergence for the chemical spectra problem.
After the PGNN is trained, we compare classification accuracy using the STM-predicted
library described and the PGNN-predicted library for training the LucasCNN model. The
PGNN-predicted library is the output of the trained PGNN model given the STM library
and corresponding parameters as inputs. A separate LucasCNN model instance is trained for
each library. Both model instances are tested on the same measured data from the DS2 test
set (1400 spectra) and DS3 (4200 spectra). Due to the unequal number of samples per class
in DS2, we perform a 10-fold training / test data split and average classification accuracy
results across the 10 experiments, retraining the PGNN and LucasCNN models each
time. The classification performance on DS2 chemicals tells us how well the PGNN learns
to predict signatures for the chemicals we have previously measured. The classification
performance on DS3 chemicals tells us how well the PGNN will predict signatures for
chemicals we have never measured before.

6.3

PGNN Results on Dataset 2

After training each 10-fold iteration of the PGNN model, we compute the classification
accuracy of the LucasCNN model on measured data when training with the STM versus
PGNN outputs. We compute the overall classification accuracy (i.e. we sum the number of
chemicals identified as belonging to a particular class across all iterations and divide by the
total number of test measurements per class). The average ratios of correct and incorrect
chemical predictions on the DS2 test sets are shown in Figure 6.3 for each classifier training
method. The classifier achieves better performance on average and significantly improves
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the performance on saccharin samples (the class that the GAN library performed the worst
on). Overall, the PGNN library increases the class-average classification accuracy from
0.820 to 0.933 while the accuracy on saccharin samples is improved from 0.510 to 0.900.
Moreover, the accuracy is more balanced across the chemicals unlike the GAN DS2 results
shown in Figure 5.4.
A more qualitative result is shown in Figure 6.4. Measured spectra of aspirin on
cardboard and saccharin on glass are shown on the same plot as their corresponding
best-fitting STM simulations and their corresponding PGNN-predicted spectra. As shown
in Figure 6.4, even the best fits from the STM simulation model do not provide a perfect
fit to the measured data. The PGNN spectra, however, provide a very strong fit to the
measured data. Note, the measured spectra shown in these results were taken from the
DS2 test set rather than the PGNN training set.

6.4

PGNN Results on Dataset 3

For the second set of PGNN experiments, we test the performance of the model on
chemicals that were omitted from the PGNN training data using the same experimental
set up as the classification results in the previous section but using the DS3 data. The
average ratios of correct and incorrect chemical predictions on the DS3 are shown in Figure
6.5 for each classifier training method. The PGNN model slightly degrades the average
accuracy on the DS3 classes compared to both the STM library and the GAN translations
shown in Figure 5.6. The performance, however, is more balanced across the DS3 chemicals
using the PGNN library. This suggests that the PGNN model is not as biased towards the
training data and that, when classifying among hundreds to thousands of chemicals in a
full spectral library, we will have less confusion between chemical classes.
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Figure 6.3: Normalized confusion matrices for each LucasCNN model training method when
testing on the measured test data. Training the LucasCNN model on the STM-predicted
library (top) gives an overall classification accuracy of 0.820 across the DS2 chemicals while
training on the PGNN-predicted library (bottom) gives an overall accuracy of 0.933.

6.5

Physics-based Loss Function

The PGNN model is a specific type of TGDS model. Standard hybrid TGDS models
aim to minimize the empirical loss between the model outputs and the target variable
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Figure 6.4: Measured spectra of (top) 50 µg/cm2 of aspirin on cardboard and (bottom)
100 µg/cm2 of saccharin on glass are shown by the black curves. The corresponding STM
predictions are shown by the dotted red curves while the PGNN predictions are shown
by the dashed gray curves. Overall, the PGNN predictions provide a better match to the
measured data.

while constraining the complexity of the model:

arg min ξempirical (Ŷ , Y ) + ζcomp C(f ),
f

(6.1)

where ξempirical is the empirical error between the target variable, Y , and the output, Ŷ ,
ζcomp is a hyper-parameter and C(f ) is the measure of model complexity. The full PGNN
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Figure 6.5: Normalized confusion matrices for each LucasCNN model training method when
testing on the measured test data. Training the LucasCNN model on the STM-predicted
library (top) gives an overall classification accuracy of 0.810 across the DS3 chemicals
while training on the PGNN-predicted library (bottom) gives an overall accuracy of 0.770.
Though the overall performance is slightly worse, the accuracy is more balanced across
chemicals and it is expected that the PGNN predictions will provide less confusion within
the full spectral library in field experiments.

[40], however, also takes into account a physics-based loss term:

arg min ξempirical (Ŷ , Y ) + ζcomp C(f ) + ζphysics ξphysics (Ŷ ),
f
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(6.2)

where ζphysics is a hyper-parameter that controls the impact of the physics-based loss
function, ξphysics .
In the case of the PGNN model in the paper by Karpatne et al., the target variable is
the temperature of lake water given the time of year, depth, air temperature and humidity,
etc. There is a known physics-based relationship between water temperature and the
density of the water, ρw :


(Y + 288.9414)(Y − 3.9863)2
.
ρw = 1000 1 −
508929.2(Y + 68.12963)

(6.3)

Moreover, density increases with depth. Then the physics-based loss function can be
calculated as:
N
t −1 N
d −1
X
X
1
ξphysics (Ŷ ) =
ReLU (ρ̂d,t − ρ̂d,t+1 ),
Nt (Nd − 1)
t=1

(6.4)

d=1

where d is the depth sample, Nd is the total number of depths, where depth increases from
d0 to Nd , t is the time sample, Nt is the total number of time samples, ρ̂ is the density
calculated using Ŷ and Equation 6.3, and ReLU is the rectified linear unit, a popular
activation function for NNs. The authors of the original PGNN paper found the model to
perform better with the physics-based loss term than without it.
Following the water density-depth example in the PGNN paper, a good starting point
for a trace chemical reflectance-based loss term might incorporate the relationship between
the chemical fill factor and a sample’s likeness to either bare substrate reflectance or the
chemical film reflectance term calculated directly by the TM model in Equation 4.1. That
is, the similarity between the sample and bare substrate reflectance should decrease as fill
factor increases and the similarity between the sample and the chemical film reflectance
should increase as fill factor increases. To perform this analysis, we require multiple
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measurements of the same chemical-substrate class at the same concentration at multiple
fill factors in the training datasets. As a test, we calculate the cosine similarity between
the sample reflectance and substrate and chemical reflectance terms as a function of fill
factor for all samples that satisfy this criteria. The results are shown in the plots in Figure
6.6. In multiple cases, the trends we see disagree with the expectations. Moreover, there
is no consistent trend across all samples. Therefore, implementing a physics-based loss
function based on the inputs used in this thesis research is not expected to improve the
model training. Recall, however, that the fill factors were estimated based on our best
fits to the measurements. It is possible that, with more accurate metadata, the cosine
similarity between the sample and substrate or chemical terms as a function of fill factor is
a suitable physics-based loss function for this particular application.

6.6

Discussion and Summary

In this chapter, we present a new method for modeling trace chemical reflectance signatures. To improve the STM fits to real data, we trained a PGNN to more accurately predict
chemical reflectance based on parameterized inputs. We demonstrate the performance
of the PGNN by comparing classification accuracy when a classifier is trained using the
STM library versus the PGNN library. When classifying chemicals in the PGNN training
set, the PGNN library increases the class-average classification accuracy from 0.820 to
0.933 compared to the STM library. When classifying chemicals in DS3, the PGNN library
achieved comparable overall accuracy to the STM library but the accuracy was more
balanced among the classes, suggesting that the PGNN outputs may provide less confusion
among chemicals in the full library when performing chemical classification experiments.
We test this hypothesis in the next chapter.
To implement the full PGNN model defined by Karpatne et al., we need a physics-based
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Figure 6.6: Cosine similarity between the sample and substrate reflectance (blue) and
chemical film reflectance (red) as a function of fill factor. There is no consistent trend
across all the samples tested.

loss term in the training loss function. We assess the applicability of such a loss term
to the trace chemical problem in Section 6.5 and determine that, though there may be
a path forward for this approach in this particular application, we do not have all the
accurate metadata that would be required. As we will show in the next chapter, the PGNN
model without the physics-based loss term, however, still outperforms the state-of-art
physics-based model as well as the GAN in fitting to real data.
As stated in Section 5.2, the number of samples used for this analysis is limited. The
number of unique combinations of physical parameters we can use for training the PGNN
model is also limited by the availability of representative data. We expect the PGNN to
better generalize the mapping from the input parameter space to the measured reflectance
space with more variable training data. Therefore, we also expect the classification
performance improvement to increase as more data becomes available.
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Chapter 7

Comparison of Methods
The three methods for generating accurate trace chemical reflectance signatures considered in this work are described in Chapters 4-6. The results shown in the previous chapters
demonstrate the improvement of each of these techniques compared to more traditional
physics-based methods. In this chapter, we compare all three techniques relative to each
other in terms of: classification accuracy, qualitative fits, and computational time.

7.1

Classification Accuracy Comparison

In the previous chapters, we showed results from the physics-based STM model (Chapter
4), the domain adaptation GAN model (Chapter 5), and theory-guided data science PGNN
model (Chapter 6) on a few chemicals from DS2 and DS3 at a time. As explained in
Chapter 1, most active spectroscopic imagers will likely be used for detecting and classifying
hundreds to thousands of chemicals at a time. Therefore, we are really interested in the
classification performance when classifying all 6 measured chemicals. As in Chapters 5 and
6, we use the LucasCNN classifier and perform a 10-fold training / test split experiment
using all the DS2 test data and DS3 data. The classification accuracy is averaged across
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iterations of the experiment. The average ratios of correct and incorrect chemical predictions
on the DS2 and DS3 test sets are shown in Figure 7.1 for each classifier training library:
the library simulated by STM, translated by the GAN, and predicted by the PGNN. The
STM library provides an average classification accuracy of 0.622, the GAN provides an
accuracy of 0.723, and the PGNN provides an accuracy of 0.813.
The PGNN library provides not only the best overall classification accuracy, but also
the least confusion between the true chemical and other chemicals in the library. Both
the conditional GAN and PGNN learn mappings from some input data space to the
target data space. The GAN learns the mapping from the simulated reflectance space to
specific points in the measured reflectance space. The PGNN, however, learns the mapping
from the physical parameter space to the measured reflectance space. Small deviations in
the physical parameter space (e.g. introducing a new chemical) can lead to much larger
deviations in the simulated reflectance space. Hence, the PGNN learns a much more
generalizable mapping to measured reflectance signatures and can be applied to a wider
range of input data (e.g. more chemicals).

7.2

Qualitative Phenomenology Comparison

A qualitative comparison of the outputs of each model are shown in Figure 7.2. Measured
spectra of aspirin on cardboard and saccharin on glass are shown on the same plot as
their corresponding best-fitting STM simulations and their corresponding PGNN-predicted
and GAN-translated spectra. As shown in Figure 7.2, even the best fits from the STM
simulation model do not provide a perfect fit to the measured data. The GAN provides
a slightly better fit to the measurements. The PGNN spectra, however, provide a very
strong fit to the measured data. Note, the measured spectra shown in these results were
taken from the DS2 test set rather than the PGNN and GAN training sets.
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Figure 7.1: Normalized confusion matrices for each LucasCNN model training method
when testing on the measured test data from DS2 and DS3. Training the LucasCNN model
on the STM-predicted library (top) gives an overall classification accuracy of 0.622 across
all chemicals, the GAN-translated library (middle) gives an overall classification of 0.723,
and the PGNN-predicted library (bottom) gives an overall accuracy of 0.813.

Figure 7.2: Measured spectra of (top) 50 µg/cm2 of aspirin on cardboard and (bottom)
100 µg/cm2 of saccharin on glass are shown by the black curves. The corresponding STM
predictions are shown by the dotted red curves while the PGNN predictions are shown by
the dashed gray curves and the GAN translations are shown by the blue dotted curves.
Overall, the PGNN predictions provide the best matches to the measured data.

7.3

Algorithm Run-time Comparison

All the methods discussed in this thesis can be utilized to generate spectral libraries
offline. The only real-time process in an active spectroscopic system is the chemical
classification which is typically very fast in test mode (the classifier training is also done
offline). There may exist CONOPS, however, where the spectral library is required to be
more adaptive and the methods discussed for generating the library may be used online.
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Therefore, we compare the algorithm run-time for the various approaches so users can
understand the trade-off between algorithm accuracy and run-time.
The average run-times for each approach are summarized in Table 7.1. Generating
the full STM-simulated library (6750 spectra) takes approximately 14.2 minutes. This
library is used for training the classifier as well as finding the best fits to real data used
for training the GAN and PGNN models (described in Sections 5.2 and 6.2, respectively).
Therefore, the total training time for the GAN and PGNN models includes this estimate
in addition to the time required to train a single iteration of each model. After training,
it only takes a few minutes to produce a spectral library with either of the trained GAN
or PGNN models. Note that optimizing the algorithm run-time was not a focus in this
thesis. The STM model was implemented in Matlab R2020a while the GAN and PGNN
models were implemented in Python 3.7. All approaches were run on a 2019 MacBook Pro
running macOS 10.15.7 with a 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 processor. The algorithms can
easily be optimized by taking advantage of multiple CPUs (central processing unit) and /
or GPUs (graphics processing unit).

Table 7.1: Approximate algorithm run-time for the methods discussed in this thesis.
Method

Training

Spectral Library Generation

STM

-

14.2 min

GAN

14.2 min + 95 min

3.5 min

PGNN

14.2 min + 10 min

1.7 min
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Summary
The main goal of this research was to increase classification accuracy of trace chemical
residues in active MIR hyperspectral reflectance datasets. Many research efforts have already
produced state-of-the-art chemical classification algorithms. Yet, all these approaches rely
on accurate spectral reflectance models for associating signatures. Instead, this thesis
focused on producing high-fidelity spectral libraries for training and testing a classification
algorithm.
We considered three main methods for producing accurate spectral libraries for classification of trace chemical residues in active spectroscopic reflectance data. The first is
the novel physics-based STM model which more accurately captures the phenomenology
of chemical residue reflectance signatures compared to typical physics-based approaches
(i.e. Mie scattering for particles on surfaces and the transfer matrix method for liquid
films). Though STM provided better fits to the measured chemical residue data used in
this research, we noted that there are still some limitations. Next, we improved the STM
simulations further by using the first 1D conditional GAN to translate the library from the
STM simulation domain to the measured data domain (i.e. domain adaptation). We found
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the GAN improves the overall performance on all chemicals (both included in and excluded
from the training set), but performance was imbalanced and biased towards samples on
cardboard. To improve performance on all chemicals, including those not available for
training, we needed to learn a more accurate model than the STM model. To accomplish
this, we used a theory-guided data science model called PGNN with chemical modeling
inputs to predict reflectance.
To compare the three methods, we performed a classification experiment using the
recent LucasCNN classifier for hyperspectral data and all the chemicals for which we have
measured residue signatures. The results are shown in Chapter 7. As expected, the PGNN
provided the best overall performance, increasing the accuracy by 0.090 over the GAN
library and by 0.191 over the STM library. Again, the GAN and PGNN training data
included measurements of aspirin, pentaerythritol, and saccharin while caffeine, lactose, and
naproxen were excluded from the training sets. We noted that the GAN library actually
decreases accuracy on two of the chemicals in the training set (compared to the STM
library) in this experiment. Figure 7.1 shows that this is due to the additional confusion
with the chemicals excluded from the training set, implying that the GAN is biased towards
producing spectra that look like those in the training data (which is, of course, the goal of
this model’s training). The PGNN, however, learned a more generalizable mapping from
the physical parameter space to the measured reflectance space. Therefore, the PGNN
model is best-suited for the chemical classification application where we typically need to
be robust to chemicals or substrates which we have never measured previously. Additional
methods which may improve performance even further are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9

Future Research
This thesis presents a novel physics-based signature model, the first 1D conditional
GAN, and the first PGNN for predicting chemical reflectance data. Yet, there are additional
research ideas to explore in these areas. We discuss ideas for future research related to this
thesis in this chapter.

9.1

Additional Physics-based Modeling Techniques

Section 4.4 summarizes some of the assumptions and simplifications made to the STM
model described in Section 4.1. These include the assumptions of normal incidence angles,
a linear mixing model, and single chemical samples. Appendices A-C discuss methods
to relax these assumptions for other applications. Specifically, if the incidence angles are
known and non-normal, one can modify the TM calculation according to the description
in Appendix A. Common nonlinear models to apply to the STM model are discussed in
Appendix B and modifications to STM for modeling chemical mixtures are outlined in
Appendix C.
Additionally, the STM model assumes a log-normal particle distribution within the
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chemical film. The log-normal particle distribution has been shown to provide strong fits
to particles deposited on a surface and we assume the same findings hold with chemical
films. Other distributions often considered for trace chemicals on surfaces include the
normal and gamma distributions [84]. There are various experimental and empirical
methods for approximating the optimal particle size distribution and its parameters
[113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121]. Additionally, there are existing computer
programs for studying the effects of various particle size distributions and their parameters
[86].

9.2

Additional Domain Adaptation Techniques

The 1D conditional GAN presented in Chapter 5 demonstrates the proof-of-concept
for spectrum-to-spectrum translation. Let us consider some ideas for additional domain
adaptation work in this and other applications.
Chapter 5 considers the conditional GAN technology for learning the mapping between
the source and target domains. The conditional GAN differs from other GAN variants that
learn such mappings in the fact that it requires input pairs from the source and target
domain. For example, the CycleGAN uses a cycle-consistent loss function and only requires
sets of (unpaired) source and target domain inputs. CycleGAN is a reasonable alternative to
the conditional GAN for applications where obtaining paired inputs is infeasible. However,
conditional GANs outperform cyclic GANs in accuracy in some applications. For example,
some comparisons of the pix2pix conditional GAN and CycleGAN outputs are shown in
Figure 9.1 (from [122]). The model input is a semantic label map. The models are trained
to output realistic imagery that corresponds to the semantic labels. The pix2pix model,
trained on pairs of semantic label maps and real imagery, captures more of the details in
the ground truth imagery as compared to the CycleGAN model trained on sets of semantic
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Figure 9.1: Comparisons of various outputs from the pix2pix conditional GAN and
CycleGAN with ground truth. Overall, the pix2pix model captures more of the details in
the ground truth. (From [122]).

label maps and non-matching real images.
As described in Section 5.1, a GAN is made up of a generator and discriminator model.
The discriminator model classifies inputs as real (i.e. from the target domain) or fake (i.e.
generated by the generator model). Since our end goal is to improve chemical classification
accuracy, there may be a boost in the 1D conditional GAN performance if we were to
replace the discriminator network used in the pix2pix model with a multi-class classifier
network (e.g. the LucasCNN we use throughout this thesis). Examples in the literature
have had success using an N -class classifier [123] where the total number of classes is N
and an (N + 1)-class classifier [124] where the N + 1 class is the “fake” category.
Lastly, one could consider providing the GAN with different inputs than those presented
in Section 5.2. For example, outputs from the PGNN model could be used as the source
domain data rather than the simulations from the STM model. Additionally, the GAN
could be provided with other conditional inputs, such as the physical parameters in Table
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6.1, and determine if the performance is comparable to the PGNN performance.

9.3

Additional Theory-guided Data Science Techniques

The PGNN presented in Chapter 6 is an initial implementation of a theory-guided
data science model for predicting trace chemical reflectance. As discussed in Section 6.5,
one could consider adding a physics-based loss term to the PGNN model training loss
function. Additionally, one could consider a task-based loss term. The PGNN model
and loss function are designed to produce good fits to the input measurements. However,
our end goal for this application is high chemical classification accuracy. We ultimately
want the spectral library produced for classification to assist with differentiating between
measurements of different chemicals. Therefore, we suggest a step for further research
that incorporates the chemical classifier in the PGNN training framework, similar to the
suggestion for the GAN in Section 9.2. For the PGNN, we suggest incorporating the
classifier in the model loss function. Since we are already using measured reflectance as
input into the PGNN training set, we can first train a classifier (e.g. LucasCNN) using
a subset of these measured inputs, reserving a small portion of them for validating the
classifier. This trained classifier should perform well on the validation set as it is trained
on measured data. Then, at each step in the PGNN training, we calculate the average
classification accuracy using the trained classifier and the latest PGNN predictions. This
average accuracy can be combined with the mean-square error already used by the PGNN
using a weighted loss function, such that the PGNN learns to produce outputs that are not
only similar in shape to the measured data but are also optimal for differentiating between
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chemical classes. Equations 6.1 and 6.2, respectively, become:

arg min ξempirical (Ŷ , Y ) + ζcomp C(f ) + ζclass ξclass (Ŷ )
f

(9.1)

and

arg min ξempirical (Ŷ , Y ) + ζcomp C(f ) + ζphysics ξphysics (Ŷ ) + ζclass ξclass (Ŷ ),
f

(9.2)

where ξclass is the average classification error (i.e. probability of misclassification) and
ζclass is the weight applied to the classification error.

9.4

Additional Classification Methods

We use LucasCNN for the main results of this thesis. As explained in Section 3.4.4,
CNNs extract class-indicative features from the input data via convolutions. In trace
chemical classification problems, we find that classes have many shared spectral features
(either from the different chemicals being on the same substrate or from multiple chemicals
having similar compositions and chemical bonds). When considering the full chemical
library consisting of hundreds to thousands of chemicals described in Chapter 1, one
may find that a CNN classifier is unable to extract features with enough separability to
distinguish between many chemicals with a lot of spectral feature overlap.
More recent classifiers rely on Siamese networks with a triplet loss function for multiclass problems [125, 126]. Siamese networks, also known as twin networks, train two
identical models simultaneously for learning discriminative features. The model weights
are updated using a contrastive loss method. One example of contrastive loss is the triplet
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loss. A triplet loss considers the input (anchor) compared to a positive (matching) and
negative (non-matching) sample. This ensures that the learned features are not only similar
within a given class but are also highly separable amongst the various classes. Rather
than outputting class probabilities, Siamese networks trained with a triplet loss produce
features that can be used by a separate classifier for differentiating between inputs. Due to
their nature of finding more optimal features for differentiating inputs, Siamese networks
can often get away with few-shot [127] or even one-shot learning [128], where significantly
fewer examples per class are required for training.

9.5

More Complete Training Datasets

As shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we only have 111 measurements of samples between
50 and 150 µg/cm2 for conducting this study. We apply random noise, slope changes,
and wavenumber shifts as data augmentation steps for training the GAN and PGNN
models, but the spectral phenomenology included in the training set is mostly limited
by the measurements we have for this analysis. We discuss concepts for larger training
datasets to consider in the next few subsections.

9.5.1

Required Amount of Training Data

Researchers often ask the question of how much data is actually required for solving
their problem. For learning statistical models or for testing theoretical models, one can
use a number of regression techniques for determining the minimum number of samples as
a function of the number of variables and / or parameters. The general rule of thumb for
these models, referred to as the “one in ten” rule, is that 10 data points are required for
each variable in a model [129, 130, 131]. Some argue that a better rule is “one in twenty”
[132].
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It is arguably more difficult to generalize the amount of training data required for
neural networks. For example, a CNN classifier applied to dissimilar classes can use much
less training data than a classifier for distinguishing more similar classes. The network
training scheme can affect the required data as well; batch training normalization reduces
the amount of training data required to achieve the same performance as training without
batch normalization [133]. In general, the NN is expected to perform better with more
training data. Large networks used to classify among many classes (e.g. the ImageNet
dataset) may require at least 1000 images per class [134]. A simple test to determine if
one’s model would benefit from more data is to continue to grow the training size until the
difference in the training and testing performance becomes negligible.

9.5.2

Required Data Samples

As explained in Section 4.1, the physics of chemical reflectance depends on multiple
parameters. Ideally, we would like to explore all these variables when collecting data to
truly understand the dependencies on each one. For the chemical reflectance problem, this
means measuring each chemical on each substrate for multiple mean particle diameters,
particle diameter standard deviations, chemical concentrations, measurement angles, etc.
In general, this is infeasible given the size of the parameter sample space. Fortunately,
there exist methods for determining the most important parameters for data collection
studies.
The first method is to perform a model sensitivity study, similar to the process used
in Section 4.3 to determine which variables (and their ranges that) have the greatest
impact on the model’s accuracy and / or behavior [135]. Other methods determine the
variable values which are the most informative for a given task. For example, the OWLS
algorithm described in Section 3.5 selects the bands which add the most information (i.e.
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mutual information) for correctly classifying chemicals [64]. The OWLS approach can be
generalized to any model parameters - not just wavenumber. A general framework for this
is that of Bayesian optimal experiment design, a theoretical approach for optimizing data
collection decisions under uncertainty, often by maximizing mutual information [136].

9.5.3

Measurements of Mixtures

Though the research in this thesis focuses on single chemical contaminants on surfaces,
most real world applications of this technology will likely be concerned with mixtures
of multiple chemicals as chemicals of interest are often combined with mixers, confusers,
precursors, etc. Of course, extending the work presented in this thesis is limited by the
availability of chemical mixture data. The SILMARILS program (which provided the data
used in this study) did produce some mixture data. However, sample variety was limited
and, therefore, they were not considered in depth. Much more mixture data are needed for
understanding the phenomenology and how the methods discussed in Chapters 4-6 could
be applied.
Let us consider the implications of chemical mixtures on the STM model which are
described in Appendix C. One would need a variety of measurements of mixture samples
to determine which method is most accurate for modeling mixture residues. A deployed
system would need to also consider the trade-off between model accuracy and computational
complexity. The 1D conditional GAN approach described in Chapter 5 could operate
on mixture reflectance signatures directly, accepting pairs of STM-simulated mixtures
with the corresponding measured mixtures and outputting translated mixture signatures.
The PGNN approach described in Chapter 6, however, would need some modifications.
Specifically, input parameters 3-5, 7, and 10 in Table 6.1 would need to be provided
for each chemical in the mixture. The model would also require any additional Fresnel
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reflection coefficients calculated by STM and the reflectance terms for each of the individual
chemicals. Results would likely benefit from scaling up the PGNN model design parameters
(i.e. number of hidden layers and nodes) and would need significantly more data for training.
With the increased network size, one may need to consider regularization techniques such
as dropout to prevent over-fitting [137].
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Appendix A

Non-normal Incidence Angles
In the case of non-normal incidence angles, we need to consider multiple types of
polarization in the TM calculation:

rs,1 (ν) =

ñ∗air (ν) cos φi − ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,1
,
ñ∗air (ν) cos φi + ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,1

(A.1)

rp,1 (ν) =

ñ∗air (ν) cos φt,1 − ñ∗chem (ν) cos φi
,
ñ∗air (ν) cos φt,1 + ñ∗chem (ν) cos φi

(A.2)

rs,2 (ν) =

ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,1 − ñ∗sub (ν) cos φt,2
,
ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,1 + ñ∗sub (ν) cos φt,2

(A.3)

rp,2 (ν) =

ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,2 − ñ∗sub (ν) cos φt,1
,
ñ∗chem (ν) cos φt,2 + ñ∗sub (ν) cos φt,1

(A.4)

and

where rs,1 , rp,1 , rs,2 , and rp,2 are the s- and p-polarization reflectance coefficients for
interface 1 and 2, respectively. φi is the angle of incidence between the laser beam and the
chemical residue surface, φt,1 is the angle of transmittance from the air to the chemical
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film, and φt,2 is the angle of transmittance from the chemical film to the substrate surface.
In practice, φt,1 and φt,2 can be calculated if the angle of incidence and chemical and
substrate are known; otherwise, one needs to approximate them or make assumptions
about their values. The calculation of the r3 term is much more complicated when not at
normal incidence and typically approximations are used [88, 87].
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Appendix B

Nonlinear Mixing Models
One of the more common nonlinear mixing models is the bilinear mixing model. We
first generalize the mixing model expression in Equation 3.12 as:

Rsample =

N
X

αi si + n,

(B.1)

i=1

where N is the total number of materials in the mixture, αi is the abundance of each
material, and si is the signature of each material. All αi must be greater than or equal to
0 and sum to 1. The generalized bilinear model (GBM) is defined as:

Rsample =

N
X
i=1

αi si +

N−1
N
XX
j=1 k=1
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j,k αj αk sj

sk + n,

(B.2)

where

denotes the Hadamard product and j,k is a parameter for describing the interac-

tions between materials j and k:

1 ≥ j,k ≥ 0 j, k = 1, ..., N, j 6= k.

(B.3)

Altmann et al. demonstrated the use of the GBM on airborne visible infrared imaging
spectrometer (AVIRIS) scenes containing water, vegetation, and other materials which
usually demonstrate high variability and spectral mixing [138].
More complex nonlinear models are also explained in the literature such as the linearquadratic [139] and post-nonlinear mixing models [140]. Another common nonlinear mixing
model often used in various remote sensing applications is the Hapke radiative transfer
model [41]. According to the Hapke model, only the surface albedos of various materials
mix linearly and because surface reflectance is a nonlinear function of surface albedo, the
resulting mixed reflectance is also nonlinear. Other various nonlinear mixing models have
been compared in the literature [141, 142].
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Appendix C

Modeling Chemical Mixtures
There are multiple methods for extending the STM model to mixtures:
1. using the LMM as in Equation 4.1 but with additional chemical reflectance terms,
2. increasing the number of layers used in the TM calculation, or
3. assuming one of the nonlinear mixing models discussed in Appendix B.
The LMM approach is by far the simplest method for predicting reflectance of chemical
mixtures. To use the STM model as described in Section 4.1 with a LMM for the case of
mixtures, we rewrite Equation 4.1 as:

RST M (ν) =

N
X

F Fi RT M,i (ν) + SSF (1 −

i=1

N
X

F Fi )Rsub (ν),

(C.1)

i=1

where a separate chemical reflectance term, RT M,i and fill factor, F Fi are calculated for
each chemical in the mixture using Equations 3.22-3.25.
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A more accurate approach would be to treat each chemical in the mixture as another
layer in the transfer matrix. That is, we calculate the Fresnel reflection coefficients as in
Equations 3.22 and 3.23 but for multiple chemicals. In total, we calculate N + 1 reflection
coefficients where r1 is the coefficient for the air / chemical 1 interface as in Equation
3.22 and r2,...N are the coefficients corresponding to interfaces [chemical 2 → chemical
3,...chemical N -1 → chemical N ]. The N + 1 reflectance coefficient is calculated at the
interface between the last chemical in the mixture and the substrate as in Equation 3.23.
The full TM reflectance from the mixture is then calculated using the Abeles matrix method
[88, 87]. For each interface, we calculate a characteristic matrix:



exp (iδi )
ri (ν) exp (iδi )

Ci = 
,
ri (ν) exp (−iδi )
exp (−iδi )

(C.2)

where δi is the thickness of each layer (δ1 is 0 at the air / chemical 1 interface) as in
Equation 3.24. The resultant matrix is:

T =

N
Y

Ci

(C.3)

T10 2
,
T00

(C.4)

i=1

and the updated RT M term is found by:

RT M (ν) =

where T00 and T10 are the entries in the 0th column and 0th and 1st rows of the matrix, T .
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Equation C.4 reduces to Equation 4.1 for the single chemical case.
Alternatively, one could calculate separate chemical and substrate reflectance terms as in
the LMM case, but account for scattering between the chemicals using one of the nonlinear
mixing models discussed in Appendix B. This may be the most accurate approach as we
do not expect the chemicals to form separate layers as in the full TM method described
previously. Rather, we expect many interactions among all chemicals within the mixture.
The full TM method, however, is a good approximation for such interactions.
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